Abstract

The aircraft maintenance and engineering (AME) companies have experienced a major change
in the business environment over the last decade owing to increased operational constraints,
tighter flight schedules and complex service provision network. The AME’s found that an
increased aircraft utilisation could affect the airliners’ on-time performance (OTP) for revenue
flights. In order to enhance competitiveness, AME companies have extended the supply chain
boundaries, and employed Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems to improve efficiency.
Owing to various constraints, ERP benefits have not been fully employed, leaving a
performance gap between the actual and the required level of OTP. This predicament gave
rise to a research opportunity for maintenance process improvement.

This industry problem was originated from a “process-system” mismatch within organisations
(Gunasekaran, 2003), and it has become more apparent when outsource and in-source
activities are entangled with ERP inter-connectivity issues. Bendoly (2003) proposed “ERP
Extension” by connecting applicable technologies to match processes and systems in resolving
some ERP progression problems as depicted by Gunasekaran (2003), Koh (2006), Markus
(1983; 2006), Botta-Genoulaz (2003) and Österle (2001). However, this concept has not been
proven in the complex supply chain network (SCN), such as in the AME industry.

In order to improve the effectiveness of the existing independent ERPs in the AMEs, it is
proposed that aircraft maintenance data could be made available in certain time-critical
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processes by mobile tools on the spot of activities. Hence an industrial-based research was
lunched for the benefit of engineering planners, maintenance frontline staff and reliability
specialists in using timely information for logistics and process enhancement on unconnected
ERPs. This is similar to assisting a group of actors on a stage to perform different roles and
characters, but with different versions of scripts. However, this approach has generated many
new issues such as players could not be aligned easily, what type of extended ERP
applications and how they can be adopted. After a series of case studies and crossreferencing, Chung’s Diamond Model (2005) was reinvigorated for theoretical support.
Furthermore, the model’s player management capacity was expanded to include competitor
participation. Finally, the research result was expressed in an innovative task-route matrix
supported by a ‘Maintenance Theatre’ concept created to foster player collaboration.

Through the journey of aligning AME players to extend the ERP applications under a
collaborative framework, I discovered a four-stage institutionalisation process to resolve
emerging problems. This is by focusing on the following:
a) Visualisation of the opportunity for AME collaboration during ERP extension,
b) Mapping out the feasible paths of extended ERP collaboration; and
c) Alignment of players’ interest in SCN that could make or break the relationship.

Having accomplished the above institutionalisation process, this research has closed a
knowledge gap in the maintenance service player management arena, under the challenge of
extended ERP applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The global Aircraft Maintenance Engineering (AME) industry has provided a context of study
for the phenomenon of institutionalisation of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) in a
collaborative manner. This research specifically deals with extended ERP applications in a
contract maintenance service environment.

There are numerous studies on ERPs, in particular the viable means to realise its effectiveness.
Bendoly (2003) advocated the strategic benefits in using “ERP Extension” for system
interconnectivity. Consequently, the institutionalisation of information systems (IS) in
general, and ERP Extension in particular, has become a new trend of development. ERP
Extension is a contemporary phenomenon and has a critical value for research because it has
drawn a lot of attentions from the IS solution developers and business users.

The AME companies are chained to provide engineering and logistics services for on-time
despatch of airliners. AME logistics operation connects disparate ERPs in various companies,
and different players have different objectives. Also, changes in AME have incorporated
more parties and generated new problems. Prior research in ERP extension was limited to
within a company or confined to a specific business function. No development in this area has
yet met with AME companies’ common challenges:
a) Asset types complexity, low cost competition, high utilisation, shortened maintenance slot
and diminished scheduling buffers in aircraft operation.
b) Incomplete adoption of ERP for business process changes to counteract operational
challenges resulted in process mismatch (inherent) and connectivity (external) issues.
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Connecting AMEs’ ERP are important because that can make or break collaboration as
depicted by Markus (1983 and 2006), but many ERPs have not yet delivered their full benefit
as per Gunasekaran (2003 and 2005). Business collaborations based on ERPs connections
should be motivated as per Hakansson (1993) and Jarillo (1988), even though it is challenging
to manage in-source and outsource activities in different directions. Today, the norm for
work-sharing between AMEs is still contract-based, thus a term Contract Engineering
Logistics Services (CELS) was syndicated. The lack of cohesion in contract relationship is
prevalent especially when ERPs connections are required. This background provided a
distinctive opportunity for ERP extension research.

1.1

On-time Performance for Maintenance Service Management

On business performance measurement (Kaplan 1996, Seifert 2003), the metric for AMEs is
how punctual they can despatch the flights against how frequent the airline can fly their
aircraft (Neely, 1997). Holloway (2003) generalised AMEs’ management common imperative
to increase aircraft utilisation for more revenue, but very often this affects despatch
punctuality. Previous researches attempted to improve flight despatch on-time performance
(OTP) through planning or quality control with scattered success as depicted by Drury (2000)
and Neely (2003). My preliminary study on performance systems and process management
found that the theoretical framework for AME work sharing needs strengthening, and how
players can extend their ERP support for OTP initiatives lies on the strength of virtual
partnership (Chan and Leung, 2005). Hence, this research project was initiated to address the
visible OTP issues, and was compelled to resolve ERP interconnectivity behind it, at where
the AMEs’ common interest stands.
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1.1.1

Dilemma: AME OTP performance versus aircraft utilisation

An increase in aircraft utilisation could incur undesirable consequences to maintenance
planning, operations and logistics in the supply chain (Holloway, 2003; Neely 2000). The
resulting greater variation of maintenance tasks completion time creates problems for AME
[ceteris paribus inspection interval, manpower resource and quality control Murbray (1990)
and Jardine (1991)]. This dilemma is shown in Figure 1.1.1 that the actual OTP performance
departs further from the ideal line as utilisation increases:

OTP Performance

Unyielding stable
good performance

(Measured by % delay
per scheduled flight
departures)

Aircraft Utilisation
(Measured by flying hours per day)

Figure 1.1.1 On-time performance versus assets utilisation
Source: Yakubowsky and Krapp (2003), Boeing and Airbus Joint Reliability Data Collection and Sharing
Management Programme - Despatch Reliability Scatter Chart, Copenhagen Conference, Sep 2003.

Figure 1.1.1 depicts an industrial wide phenomenon which has an impact on AME’s
competitiveness with economical loss. The ownership of problem falls to an airline-AME
(AAME) which resides in an airline when co-ordinating maintenance tasks. In order to meet
this challenge, AAMEs adopted two basic improvement approaches:
a) Expand the supply chain network (SCN) to increase competitiveness, e.g. outsourcing to
capture best core competence around. This incurred new issues with contract agreement.
b) Adopt ERP as a centralised repository for all operational information, but AMEs are rarely
contented with the connected ERP effectiveness between players.
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1.1.2

Contract maintenance services and ERPs connection issues

Many scholars pointed out that ERP owners lacked momentum to foster players’ commitments
in contract services (e.g. Browne and Zhang, 1999). Also, outsourcing using dispersed service
providers with independent ERP systems could incur data configuration problems. AMEs
concerned that the progress in connecting players’ ERP by fix-lines to create collaborative
synergy will be extremely slow. However, linking the ERPs through mobile toolkits in
existence or being incubated by many technology-based researches is piecemeal effort (Nosek,
1996; Drury and Prabhu, 2000; Gilbert and Han, 2004).

1.1.3

Research cases in CELS network

In search of a practical collaborative framework, the author adopted a case studies
methodology (Yin, 1994) and case enquiry strategy (Creswell, 2002, p183) in AME
companies along with their ERP deployment process. This helps to search for the value
creation points, common interests, drivers for success, issues and solutions. Real-life AME
incidents have covered a wide range of topics and varied interests, and recorded as cases:
a) Case 1 (QREI journal paper January 2007) - Manage inter-airline development by
"Carroll-Hung Method" using pattern recognition to enhance reliability functions for the
aircraft component and system failure analysis and remedy.
b) Case 2 (JMTM journal paper August 2006) - Manage the mobile workforce deployment
tests using Crystal-1 prototype along with the established ERP data to meet tight aircraft
despatch requirements for freighter aircraft fleet.
c) Case 3 (IJBPE journal paper co-author January 2006) - Co-develop a performance
measurement framework and a maintenance business process engineering tool to improve
critical tasks completion in meeting tighter OTP targets.
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d) Case 4 (originated from a Business Excellence Conference 2003 paper) - Established a
CELS concept that gave rise to a research opportunity of SCN fundamentals through a
theatrical topology. This concept supports institutionalisation theory development.

1.2

Problem Formulation

Initially the AAME management invited the author to address an operational dilemma for high
utilisation versus low OTP using operational management (OM) or project management (PM)
techniques. After the issues are gradually identified and the research process is unfolded, it is
reckoned that only a small portion in the whole "maintenance service performance
management" filing cabinet belongs to optimisation or standardisation of ERPs. By sorting
these files carefully through literature support, it has led the researcher to a simpler but more
prominent research question for institutionalisation of ERP extension.

1.2.1

AME contract service challenge

Extending the ERPs may stimulate collaborative and competitive development of efficient
contractual services. A study of the contract service management argued that institutionalising
the ERP connection is a prerequisite to expanding the SCN in nowadays business environment
(Browne and Zhang 1999; Dyer, 2000; Chan and Chung 2004). Nevertheless, enforcing the
ERP extension for contracted service providers is not easy because AMEs lacked experience
in connecting the scattered ERPs and sometimes the information communication technology
service providers (ICTsp) could not grasp the needs of the industry. As the maintenance tasks
are becoming intensified with higher aircraft utilisation, there is no time for scenario study and
equipment trial uses.
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1.2.2

Issues of ERP extension

On the ERP effectiveness side, AME concerned that if accepting the diminished effectiveness
of isolated systems the OTP initiatives will be restricted; but if projecting omni-directional
connection with any player’s system it will be costly and politically non-viable (Markus
2006). Other scholars have advocated standardisation (Nosek, 1996; Drury and Prabhu, 2000;
Gilbert and Han, 2004) but their results are not entirely applicable to the AME industry. How
could specifically tailored toolkits to dovetail ERP applications with AME business processes
in the high assets utilisation environment (Bendoly, 2005)?

Supply chain effectiveness augmented by ERPs had been researched extensively through
various approaches e.g. development strategy (Ash, 2003), application frameworks (Kelle,
2005) and implementation management (Ehie, 2005). However, there is no one-model-fits-all
solution for the contract service providers, especially in the AME industry where it demands
precise airworthy data such as engineering drawings by the information owners. Mobile ERP
extension could be considered as an unsolicited work mode to frontline engineers because
people treated wireless tools as ‘gadgets’ that have not been tested and validated sufficiently to
instigate work practice changes (Ehie, 2005). In this complex circumstance how can the
researcher strive for ERP effectiveness improvement?

1.3

Research Statement

Within this interdisciplinary research, what type of ERP extension will best support the
maintenance planners, service agents, reliability engineers and logistics specialists who need
timely information to perform their duties but players use different versions of ERPs? The
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term “institutionalisation” is to link various process stations, players and aircraft assets
together. With appropriate hardware and software starting from Bapst’s (2000) basic extended
mobile ICT concepts, this research explores that for the high utilisation aircraft maintenance.

1.3.1

AME supply chain basic elements

If many ERPs are extended at the same time amongst the SCN it could be chaotic. The
players’ reactions may affect the overall results. A smooth deployment in the competitive
environment must consider the generic SCN paradigm with inter and intra-organisational
factors, hence a basic AME network will be conceptualised as follows:
CELS3,
Supplier

2nd Tier

1st Tier
Spare supply & part repair

Component
Suppliers
Spare and part repair

arrow denotes service direction
& material & information flow which is two
way through contractual agreement. This
network two stages: a) new production &
b) in-service of the aircraft.

CELS2, Supplier
Airframe
Manufacturer

Maintenance
Service
Provider

Build-up, modify
& Tech Support

Maintenance & Repair

CELS1, Service-provider,
also, Competitor

Airline
operators

Fly &

Serve

Passengers
&
freights

a circle denotes the relative
closeness of information support format
& systems definition towards the party
forming the contract service agreement.

Airline-Aircraft Maintenance
Engineering (AAME) value
position in the CSN

Figure 1.3.1 Topology of AME maintenance service network
Source: Leung and Chung, 2003, Supply chain view from AAME ref. Appendix I for CELS players analysis in AME SCN

The relationships between AAME, CELS companies, potential competitors and collaborators
are shown in this simplified SCN, each path of task information sharing will be detailed in
Section 3.3. Fung (1998) described that “Squeeze” exists between players, but it also
provided an opportunity of brewing the focal points of alignment between them.
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1.3.2

Research question

The above concern in ERP extension, conceived as contract services in the maintenance
management domain, has been translated into an academic interest. The question is: “How
can we better understand the process of institutionalisation of Extended ERP application
for Logistics Services Partner Collaboration?”

To address this question, this research has to answer “What are the make and break
relationship and the transient behaviour of the players engaged, and their respective
positions and behaviour.”

The research purpose is to “Advocate a collaborative contract and engineering logistics
network to institutionalise ERP applications in aircraft maintenance industry so that any
participant is able to gain value through adoption of the model”. The challenge is composed
of three underlying impediments: firstly, the mismatch between the existing AME’s ERP
interfaces and the network’s increasingly demand on higher OTP support. Secondly, AME’s
management was not sure about what configurations could be brought from the new entrants
and technology providers. Thirdly, frontline maintenance staffs are less-than-interested with
the new ERP, let alone mobile application deployment. Fundamentally, people concerned that
advanced technology brings automation to reduce manual effort but also causes chaos to their
working environment - a general philosophical question that can be traced to Popper (2003).

The existing ERP extension theories cannot resolve the above issues. After a concept
distillation process through literature review and situational factor correlation by the case
research protocol, the research objectives have been clarified.
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1.4

Research Objective

The goal of this research is to alleviate an industrial concern. The service maintenance sector
is facing an operational dilemma but it needs a mutually accepted proposal rather than
traditional process improvement methods e.g. optimisation or standardisation (Markus, 2006).
There is a necessity for alignment between players before the ERP extension is kicked off
within the SCN. So, this research has a three-fold objective:
a) Build a model to visualise the opportunity of AME collaboration during ERP extension;
b) Propose alternative roadmap for extended ERP collaboration; and
c) Evaluate the mutual interaction between different players with respect to their focal point
of alignment in CELS that lead to the make or break collaboration relationship.

These three objectives are contributing to a better understanding of the key issues for
institutionalising ERP collaboration, with a vision to gather knowledge, regurgitated as
analysis and then re-distributed through multiple cases of “action learning” (Revans, 1993).

1.5

Thesis Construct

This research combines case analysis approach and process improvement rethink based on
case method’s objectivity (Yin, 1994) and process improvement controllability (Hussey,
1997). Together with a qualitative analysis to link the case findings, the research logic flow in
Figure 1.5 shows the two streams and how they are positioned:
a) Research flow stream follows the standard analysis protocol as basic building blocks.
b) Case studies stream syndicates real-life results from my published papers as empirical data.
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Thesis structure and case
study in CELS

Chapter 1

Introduction
Chapter 2

Literature
review

Chapter 4

Methodology
Chapter 3

Chapter 6

Framework

Results analysis

Chapter 5
Case 1

Case studies
summary

C-H Method

Chapter 7

Discussion
Case 2

PMAS
Case 3

BPET
Case 4 CELS

Chapter 8

Conclusion

Figure 1.5 Research flow and chapter relationship

The two streams are to be met again in Chapter 6 for case linkage as well as for the subsequent
model standardisation for ERP extension.

The Chapter 3 Framework brings in the conceptualisation of the CELS model to the real life
cases as documented in journal papers to support Chapter 5 case summaries, rethinks and
linkages. Chapter 4 Methodology defines the institutionalisation process and deliverables
based on case study designs, field data collection and criteria setting to support result analysis
for Chapter 6. The research progress has been extracted from published papers listed in
Appendices I to IV including the questions and answers critical to connecting cases. Theory
generation support is summarised in Appendices V to VIII using tutorial material for postgraduate classes related to logistics.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This literature review is supported by four theoretical sources: Competitiveness theories in
AME supply chain network (para 2.2); ERP in the last mile process (para 2.3); mobile ERP
characteristics (para 2.4) and Chung'
s Model of collaboration (para 2.5) for players
management.

2.1

Why “Process-Focused” AME Cannot Cope with Increased Utilisation

Aircraft maintenance effectiveness has been studied by multiple disciplinary researches,
including competitiveness strategy, process reengineering and ERP deployment. These
studies arrived at a similar conclusion that individual AME to pursue quality and reliability is
not good enough (Holloway, 2003; Chan and Leung 2006; Porter, 1996). Drucker (1997)
predicted that a single firm’s traditional ‘one-stop-shop’ process-oriented businesses will
become ineffective to cope with increase in assets utilisation, let alone winning the
competition in a global scale. AME business by its nature is under a global network hence this
is the first set of factors to be considered. Research aiming at solving the AAME'
s utilisationOTP dilemma shall reason this "why-not" argument. Literature grouping and relevant
industrial experiences referencing provided a four-layer analysis method:
a) Position: Why individual player'
s core competence cannot fit all positions in SCN?
b) Players: How potential entrants'proposals could tilt the balance formed by old players?
c) Platforms: Where can we find independent ERP'
s inadequacies and how to remedy issues?
d) Progression: How resource sharing can leverage AAME competitiveness strength? What
factors hinder the progression?
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2.1.1

What performance gap exists in each value layer?

In these four layers, searching for researchable opportunities could lead to a breakthrough in
contract service management. A study of the existing AME process (programmed) comparing
with the established theories in relevant areas (questioned) using Revans'action learning
methodology (1983) has shed lights in each layer:
a) Layer 1: What strategic position awareness should player’s use to gauge their competence
characteristics that leads to better understanding of the SCN evolution?
b) Layer 2: What business potential attracts industrial giants Airbus and Boeing to join the
arena to drive changes of the AME environment?
c) Layer 3: What technology platforms may be available somewhere else to differentiate a
new mode of operation that did not previously existed?
d) Layer 4: What modes of collaboration may be instigated so the views of vertical or
horizontal integration can be illustrated for a possible way forward?

Knowledge gaps in SCN: Wiendahl and Lutz (2002), Zheng and Possel-Dölken (2002) and
Ebers (1997) studied process-focused and network-oriented transformation found that “Trust
in partner capacity" may help the first consideration amongst the 4-layer analysis. Hence, a
shared objective is vital for simultaneous ERP extensions amongst the SCN.

2.2

Global Competitiveness

AME SCN consists of three business groups, a) the maintenance-repair-and-overhaul (MRO)
companies, b) AAME organisations, and c) a wide range of companies that have direct contact
with the first two groups. Similar to Boutellier’s (2000) SCN notion, AME is virtually
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supported by many industries (engineering, logistics and communication) to make use of
global resources to create opportunities - aircraft transit time and logistics; conjoining the
availability of men, equipment and processes (Holloway, 2003).

Trust-based competitiveness modus operandi: Literature sources offered a wide range of
disciplines that attest the shaping force for SCN (Porter, 1998; Jurgens et al., 1993 and Nelson,
1998). The necessity for connection, collaboration and competition of AME service provision
were originated from Hakansson'
s (1993) and Jarillo’s (1988) production network concept.

2.2.1

“Actors” in SCN development

The SCN evoke images of firms held in a dense web of interactions between firms, generally
described as “Activities”. Granovetter (1985) depicted that firms can be treated as “Actors”
and “linkage for the business” will act as a disciplinary mechanism to distinguish an exchange
relationship (e.g. contract). Embedded economic and regulatory factors functioned as
disciplinary mechanism to opportunism (Powell, 1990; Chung, 2003). These are “Resources”
categorised in the three fundamental groups:
1. Actors - people, parties,
agents & companies in SCN

Actors

2. Resources - financial,
hardware, software, material &
productivity

Resources

Activities

3. Activities - interfacing,
process, results, performance &
results management

Figure 2.1.1 Industrial and supply chain network basic elements
Source: Hakansson and Johanson (1992), "A Model of Industrial Networks", in Axelsson and Easton. Industrial Networks-A
New View of Reality, Rout ledge, 1992
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Closing the knowledge gaps in SCN: The resources and actors are matched to meet the
heterogeneous customer requirements by value creation (Hakansson, 1992). When applying
this analysis, the AME SCN aggregates organisational and exchangeable entities using
technological and procedural interfacing for business improvement (Hakansson, 1994).
However, Parolini (2000) pointed out that existing knowledge gaps in the 3-factor relationship
could not align the value creation characteristics crucial for the SCN. These gaps could be
addressed by looking into the competitiveness agreement both within individual firms and
external to the network. Managing the players'expectation through an agent is a viable means
of collaboration but how to better cultivate the environment is a challenging proposition for
ERP deployment.

2.2.2

Competitive advantage in connected maintenance network

The driving force behind resource allocation is competition (Porter, 1998; Marsh, 2006), and
inter-firm relationships are built to regulate the allocation and re-location of resources
(Boutellier, 2000). In the AME network, real-life experience revealed issues as follows:
a) Interaction: A connected SCN surpasses individual’s contribution and overcomes physical
constraints (Porter, 1996). New conflicts may arise when interaction in the complicated
process related to the final deliverable performance.
b) Restructuring: The benefit of process reforming with new opportunities out-weighs the
risk of uncertainty, but role changes are too rapid for players to cope with (Koh, 2004).
c) Sustainability: Balancing the competitive elements by a share of competencies could result
in too much mobility (Sawhney, 2001; Sommers, 2003).
d) Incentive: Joining more players can push the improvement initiatives (Ghalayini, 1997)
but it might be seen as false signals if there is no mutually agreed goals.
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e) Selection: Standardised logistics protocol and best practice management styles can be
selected from the pool (Bloomberg, 2002; Zografos et al, 2002); but the problem was
unlimited standards will flood the industry.
These views converged the competitiveness theories to “positioning”, which is the first
conclusion on SCN competitiveness definition in the literature review.

Player roles ceteris paribus: Seifert (2003) stated the basis of collaborative planning
forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) between pure competition and coopetition in today
complex SCN. Once a company acquired the knowledge for competitiveness management it
will still need to instigate collaboration between players because every player in the network
should have a fair chance to react. Hakansson (2003), Ebers (1997) and Zheng (2002)
similarly suggested that production network development would lead to a contractual bind
between one firm and many others in the network. Literature search revealed no theoretical
correlation exists to adopt all players’ situations in an objective manner.

2.3

Sponsor's Undertaking in ERP's

Having seen no guarantee to gain upper hands in the players’ competitiveness race, AME
management attempted to extend the ERP applications to support the business process
enhancement, as a recognisable means to boost networked productivity and competitiveness as
per Österle (2001). One may choose either a ‘bottom-up’ (i.e. process driven, Gunasekaran
2001) or ‘top-down’ (strategic requirement, Chakravarthy, 2003) approach. It is useful for
both the industry and academia to experience one-stop-shop Corporate Entrepreneur Protocols
(CEP) (Zahra, 2006). One may choose mass customisation, flexibility, lean production or
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alternative theories to attest conventional approaches of ERP adoption (Leung, 2006c).
Normally, using O’Brien’s (2003) 3-dimensional IT system formats one can prioritise the
development according to positioning, timing or scope. In reality, Airbus (Appendix VI) and
Boeing (Appendix VII) adopted different approaches to extend their ERPs for different
expectations and performance requirements.

2.3.1

ERP supported SCN process improvement

Depending on the nature of business process (BP), different AME sees the opportunities and
challenges in different SCN stages as in Figure 2.3.1. From raw material supplier in BP(a) to
ultimate customer service BP(f) the generic supply chain(s) is defined as shown:
Last mile privilege
& responsibility

c

Ultimate
customer

a
b

Note:

d

e

denotes intra value chain ERP and

f

inter-value chain

denotes critical process to deliver the business units contribution

Figure 2.3.1 Generic SCN in clustered production or service network
Source: modified from Wiendahl and Lutz (2002), "Management of variable supply chain networks", in Zhang and PosselDölken, Strategic Supply chain network, 2002

The ERP systems enable the businesses to integrate a variety of disparate functions. It is
recognised as an effective management tool that has planning and scheduling capability; it
also offers better customer service, higher inventory turns, smarter financial analysis and
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significant reduction in overall costs. Most AME companies experienced certain extent of
ERP benefits as well as difficulties.

2.3.2

“Last-mile” control and ERP deployment

Different levels of players contributed different values in the SCN. So et al (2005) defined the
last mile service as the most focused process for the whole value chain success. These are the
processes BP(e) or BP(f) in Figure 2.3.1 to deal with the customers directly (e.g. AAME'
s
controller or ramp maintenance engineers). Wiendahl et al (2002) described them as “critical”
process owners and those who leverage the last mile benefit also takes up ERP co-ordination
responsibility. Depended on the contextual knowledge exists in different SCN, a set of
semantic collaborative language would be applicable for the last mile activities (Farhad and
Daneshgar, 2005). In reality, contextual and cultural barriers obstructed the horizontal
collaboration across the SCN. If there exists ingrained inter-organisation issues between
players, the collective decision making in last mile activities is limited, no simple solution for
this type of problem as per Hogue (2002).

2.4

Obstacles for Institutionalisation of ERP Extension

The driving force of developing ERPs was business process improvements (Markus, 1983;
2006). During implementation the purpose of ERP may shift from leading a gradual process
changes to determining whether tasks are retained or outsourced (Lee, 2000; Hendriks 1999).
Two considerations will remain with the final ERP application:
a) Informatics: Lee (2000) proposed a disperse-cohesion tasks effectiveness breakthrough.
b) Knowledge: Hendriks (1999) proposed system-application intelligence sharing.
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2.4.1

ERP support for last mile and known issues

Leung and Chung (2006) found that three pillars of ERP development: Systems, Applications
and Agility emerges naturally. If these three pillars can anticipate the issues then ERP
implementation may be smoother. Hence, a carefully defined collaborative framework could
alleviate, if not totally solving the problems associated with ERP, which had been brought up
by key scholars in this field:
a) Gunasekaran (2003) concerned that ERP adoption success may not be controllable due to
rapid connectivity hence a lower dependence on the adoption protocol.
b) Koh (2006) concerned that uncertainty in ERP deployment affects progress, but real-time
extension technology may shorten the duration for data supported decision making.
c) Markus (1983) tackled "Power and Politics” with demonstrated ERP success, could ERP
extension bring in early user acceptance thereby gaining the trust for sponsors?
d) Botta-Genoulaz (2003) on ERP collaboration difficulties, blurring of rivals or competitors
boundaries, how could a "trust-competitive" form of coopetition be created?
e) Österle (2001) on strategically chaotic implementation especially in big organisations and
huge SCN, could extension be used to balance the agility and consolidate applications?

Closing the ERP knowledge gap: The above literature analysis offer an opportunity for ERP
improvement by defining key attributes in system-process matching. Strategic ERP extension
concepts (Bendoly, 2003) help to resolve the above issues, avoiding head-on collision with the
users’ difficulties.

2.5

Data Configuration for ERP Extension
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Many researchers suggested that ICTsp should be involved in the in-service software changes
throughout the lifetime of ERP (Allan, 1997; Saynisch and Bürgers, 1997; Voropajev, 1998;
Jacobs 2003), so a configurable data source is vital for expansion.

2.5.1

Player expectation and institutionalisation of collaboration

The producers and suppliers in AME industry take a 25~30 years of commitment for the
lifetime of an aircraft generation to configure data in the ERP (Holloway, 2003). The ERP
expansion needs a protocol control and the network players are expected to participate in the
configuration design (Jacob, 2001). However, it is tedious to list the existing AME processes
and to match them all with operation data. Allan (1997) proposed that this can be done by recode the data source for various interface; and Markus (2006) suggested that standardisation
between companies. However, both approaches lacked cost-effectiveness justifications. This
gave rise to the collaborative opportunity that data configuration that should be focused on
critical process applications only.

Closing the gap of ERP extension: The taxonomy development helps the industry to bring
ERP extension framework closer to reality. Any attempt of ERP extension, data configuration
and functionality enhancement to match the process, must be agreeable with network players
and critical process owners. Some sort of algorithms can be tested to meet the last mile
success, in order to deliver the early result for a specific function. A skeleton for ERP
extension with data configuration for detail design direction should include the key players.
To this end, the issue of institutionalisation of player collaboration is becoming a major factor
for the success or failure of the ERP extension.
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2.6

Diamond Model on SCN Collaboration

A stock-take of the PolyU Manufacturing Information System Research Unit (MISRU)
research results was conducted on 39 journal papers and 122 other publications, of which 16
papers are selected for the illustration of Chung’s model for SCN player management. Each
paper features a unique relevance for player collaboration, especially on multiple users and
stakeholders settings. Reference to Calisir’s (2004) “reference site focus” method the author
created a strategy analysis protocol to find the collaboration paths embedded in each paper, so
that a -SUCCESS- relationship (-Sponsor-User-Customer-Competitor-Employee-SupplierStakeholder-; see Appendix V) is syndicated for player management. Based on a Diamond
Model theorised by Yuen and Chung (2005), the author summarised the literature as follows:
Sponsor

Stakeholder

- Players dynamics
business driven.

User

Chung's
Opportunity for
collaboration

Supplier

Diamond Model
Characteristics

- Competitor position
yet to be defined.
Customer
- Each players can be
change position.
- Each has its own
stakeholders.

Employee
Research Agent can be
introduced from here
Competitor

- New opportunity
with new members.

Figure 2.6 Chung’s Diamond Model for collaboration opportunity

In the Appendix V it was found that the competitor path has not been prominently reflected in
the Diamond Model strategy analysis in all cases, so the author treated it as a missing jigsaw
puzzle in the model. Couger (1995; p121) supported the inclusion of “opposing players” for
opportunity creation and delineation needed to establish potential collaborators.
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2.6.1

Diamond Model transforms competition to co-operation

This theme emerged in the strategy analysis (Chung, 1999, 2000 and 2003) is because a player
cannot be treated as a pure competitor or co-operator in today’s dynamic SCN environment.
Position change in SCN is prevalent but there is no easy way to define the characteristics
clearly, a situation similar to the advanced stage of CPFR (Seifert, 2003, p125). If the
Diamond Model is refined to connect competitors merely as a form of contextual barrier, then
it is possible to allow this research project to find a way to meet the objectives while
integrating competitor’s actor role in the SCN theatre (Hogue, 2002).

2.6.2

Diamond Model platform

The Diamond Model has also offered an analysis platform for the mobile workforce behaviour
associated with specific functions and features in ERP extension (Bendoly, 2005). The player
management strategy can be refined with a conceivable process, concept and the brief
attributes are shown as follows:

Existing system
characteristics

System
feature

Response
Flexibility & dynamics
in operation

Agility &
Adaptability

Collaboration
opportunity from AME
player perspective
- “The cloud”

Application
Integration

ERP extension platform

Figure 2.6.2 Three-pillar of ERP extension supports ERP collaboration

This modified platform is constructed on a 3-pillers literature support (Source: Leung et al 2006
JMTM paper)

for a refined collaborative model to institutionalise player management. As a
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whole, building this common platform is to strive for early success, and there is no need to
change the original system source codes from various ERPs.

2.7

Literature Summary

After reviewing ERP extension, SCN position and player management in totality, a summary
of major scholars view and the knowledge gaps are presented in Figure 2.6. This supported
Section 1.4 research objective setting and subsequent research methodology development:
AME utilisation-performance dilemma

• Holloway’s airline maintenance (’03)
• Boeing & Airbus AME participation ('
04)
• Juran’s quality & reliability approaches (’02)

ERP implementation gaps

• Gunasekaran'
s ERP perceived difficulties ('
02)
• Jacob’s configuration management (’01)

How to demonstrate ERP Extension benefit
How to untangle process-task complexity

SCN collaboration
•
•
•
•

Seifert’s CPFR (’03)
Hakansson'
s SCN elements ('
93)
Chung’s Diamond Model (’04)
Ebers Selected Collaborative
network (’01)
• Hakansson’s SCN player interface
& learning (’93 &’96)

Institutionalisation of
Collaborative Framework
•
•
•
•
•

Visualise the extension
Player response
Alignment of objectives
Theatrical factors
Roles of coopetition

•
•
•
•
•

Mennecke’s appln theory (’01)
Bapst’s frameworkkits ('
04)
Drury'
s Progression (00)
Zografos’s real-time theory
So’s agile marketing (’02)

How to align views by network player management

Extended enterprise taxonomy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extension technology

Porter'
s competitiveness ('
96)
Chan’s 8-case Model ('
05)
Kaplan’s BSC (’96)
Parolini’s Value Net (’99)
Davis’s extended enterprise (’04)
Dixon’s knowledge share (’00)

IS for process improvement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Markus ERP deployment (’02)
Aufah'
s web-enabled ('
05)
O'
Brien'
s IT-models ('
05)
Andersen’s innoavton dilemma (’99)
Phaal’s technology roadmap
Gunasekaran’s ERP (’00)

Note: 1. Grey areas between two sets of theories are knowledge gaps
2. Arrows connect research opportunity with nature of challenge
Figure 2.7 Literature links
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Based on the literature links and the knowledge gaps identified, if the collaborative ERP
extension framework is to be defined, the following key points must be addressed to drive
ERP improvement:
a) The ERP extension success depends on adaptation of the agent (Brehm, 2005) to facilitate
implementation process: customisation, extension, and modification (Glass, 2004). In this
regard, the institutionalisation steps should be followed to address the 4-level issues
identified in para 2.1.1, hence the AMEs can achieve the required OTP imperative:
Level 1 Data: I saw - How can ERP implementation match institutionalisation factors
process, skill, tactics and alliance?
Level 2 Circumstantial: I attempted - What new mobile toolkits can support the
extension trial with just basic logistics skills instead of advanced skills?
Level 3 Mental: I think - What support the change from pure contractual requirement
to collaborative relationship?
Level 4 Satisfaction: I propose - How to demonstration a higher level in SCN using
trusted collaboration?
b) In the context of CELS, the emergence of major players from Boeing and Airbus in the
AME market could open a new dimension of competition. New benefit for the industry is
anticipated hence ERP extension strategy should include them as potential players.
c) ERP “modification” changes source codes whereas “extension” is for process
customisation which does not change the basic ERP identity (Bendoly, 2005). Hence
future detail design of the extension features should include the system, application and
intelligence issues.
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Chapter 3

Framework

Based on the data collected in the real life AME operation, a new analysis matrix is defined
for the horizontal views (logistics network player topology) and for the longitudinal views
(critical process and real-time process management needs).

3.1

The Concept of Maintenance Theatre (M-Theatre)

The AME players cannot solely perform the maintenance tasks alone and they have a range of
routes available them. So the framework of research into AME ERP extension should link
these routes within the boundaries of task constraints. To start with the modelling, the author
uses the generic maintenance service task nature defined by Holloway (2003).

3.1.1

Envision a theatre using collaborative support framework

In addition to delivering the precise information to the right people in the right time (O’Brien,
2003) this framework also envisioned a “right-place" capacity with mobile workforce
management (MWM) (Mennecke, 2004). The technical difficulties that Mennecke (2002) and
So (2005) have highlighted in the nomadic computing should be considered. The advanced
ERP collaborative framework for OTP improvement must include the appropriate locations in
the AME business arena.

3.1.2

Diamond Model supporting the path finding

The ERP extension model has an opportunity-making focus based on the -SUCCESS- cycle
with the help of a research agent. The agent’s role is to record a new phenomenology as
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empirical data for SCN collaboration. The industry-academic collaboration according to
Chung (1995; 1998; 2003; 2005) can cultivate network players to innovate ERP extension.
Several preceding Diamond Model researchers (Tam, 1995; Yuen, 2004 and Chan, 2005)
offered challenging propositions surrounding the -SUCCESS- cycle. This research framework
enforced a stretched agent role to resolve complex operation problems in the OTP
improvement process. The agent should also prepare to explore the uncharted areas in
collaboration domain under the Diamond Template.

3.2

CELS Relationship and ERP Collaborative Environment

To meet the AME vision, the ERP should be extended to penetrate the AME SCN and attain a
good result similar to the hallmark theories such as CPFR (Seifert, 2003). If traditional
process can be evolved to new SCN operation, the basic players and AME participants’
linkage should be revisited. This new chain will have a potential to surpass traditional AME
players positioning (Leung and Chung, 2003). Hence, the contract engineering and logistics
service (CELS) layout is designed as follows:

AME SCN basic business groups

Spare &Tech Support

CELS
Component
Suppliers
Spare

AAME
Build

Airframe
Manufacturer

Deliver

Airline
Operators

AME, CELS
Maintenance
Service Providers

Maintenance &Repair

ICTsp

Fly &Serve

Passengers
&
freights

a) AAME organisations reside in airlines
b) Airframers (Boeing & Airbus)
c) Maintenance-repair-&-overhaul (MRO),
maintenance service providers & CELS
d) Companies that have direct technology
contact with first three groups, e.g.
suppliers, agents and ERP service provider

CELS network

Figure 3.2 CELS industry segment and players and initial phase
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The above CELS layout has been simplified to include a two-tier logistics network that serves
the ultimate customers (passengers and freights): on-time and safe flights. The definition of
AME industry research element is given as follows:
AME consists of a set of players {AAME, {CELSn}, Airframers, ICTsp…}
Definitions for the AME player group:
a) AME is a supply chain network of aircraft maintenance and engineering firms.
b) AAME is an Airline’s AME function of any size.
c) CELSn is a firm to offer contract engineering and logistics service from AAME.
d) ICTsp is a information comunication technology service provisoning unit.
This definition is a generic description for any AME SCN in any airport sites that has a
contractual relationship, in a form of logistics topology.

3.2.1

Initial AME working environment

All AME participants will be involved in the formulation of maintenance plans (Holloway,
2003). AME capability and core competence may influence AAME'
s decision to acquire a
new aircraft fleet in the airline and its subsequent maintenance and engineering business plan
spanning for a period of 25 to 30 years.

To propose a player relationship topology, in the initial phase for 1~3 years, it is envisioned
that CELS network players will manage new aircraft delivery, from the airframer to the airline
for entry-into-service operation. Recently, Singaporean Airlines (ready for A380 delivery ref.
SCMP, 2006) categorised as Airline A in Figure 3.2.1 representation and Emirates (Airline C)
can utilise the CELSn capability:
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AME groups working
Airline A

CELS 2

CELS 3

CELS 4

Airline C

CELS 1
Airline B

CELS 5

Supplier 1

CELS 6

Airframe
Manufacturer
X

Aircraft
Leasing Co.

a) AAME organisations reside in airlines
buys a fleet of A380 from Airbus.
b) Assigning MRO & maintenance service
providers CELSn for scheduled &
unscheduled tasks.
c) Setting up contracts with suppliers &
agents

Initial phase

Figure 3.2.1 CELS industry segment and players and initial phase

3.2.2

Later stages of CELS environment

After the aircraft fleet is delivered, the contract services changed and the AME relationship
may shift towards more outsourcing. When the fleet is becoming mature until phase-out, the
maintenance tasks will need adjustment and suppliers focus change to mid-life improvement.
New entrants and players will define the subsequent contractual functions:
a) Roles - Maintenance planning and control, home base and out-port service provision.
b) Tasks - Tasks are subject to quality assurance and reliability improvement definitions.
c) Relationship - warranty, spare provisioning and development prospects.
In the later stage, new relationships will develop to influence each other. Roles are revised
and responsibility may change hands for the selected fleet management periods. The CELS
development will incorporate more players in a fully deployed stage:

CELS N
CELS 4

Airline A

Airline B

CELS 2

Airline C

CELS 4

Airline A

CELS 3

CELS 1
CELS 5

CELS B

Contract Service Requested
Logistics

CELS Development phase

Airframe
Manufacturer
X

Airline C

CELS 3
CELS 31
CELS 32

CELS 1

Supplier 1

CELS 7

Airline B

CELS 6

CELS 2

CELS 5
CELS 51
CELS 53
CELS 6

Contract Service Requested
Logistics

Supplier
1 2
Supplier
Supplier
3

Airframe
Manufacturer
X

CELS deployed phase

Figure 3.2.2 CELS player roles, functions and areas of concern
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Along with the ageing of aircraft, new problems will evolve and the size of CELS network
will be expanded in the middle (5~10 years) and the final stage (15~25 years) of operation.

3.2.3

Route specification for AME SCN

The basic task nature of AME is co-ordinated by the airline’s operation and applicable to
almost any airport. The time and process view for the last mile control is defined by 3 routes:
a) Route-1 - Arrival and departure of the aircraft is regarded as a vertical process to maintain
the aircraft in airworthy condition; this is done through a contractor’s route.
b) Route-2 - Vertical process between home base and any outstations all around the world.
The giant players may engage into the global maintenance network vendor connections
(typically Boeing and Airbus); this is done by maker’s route.
c) Route-3 - The horizontal paths for all relative smaller suppliers engaged into the daily
airport operation. It is envisaged that this route controls the logistics operation between
overseas suppliers and control; this is done by the supplier’s route.

3.2.4

Task requirements for AME SCN

a) Task A Routine -Weekly or monthly checks; scheduled or preventive maintenance; hangar
maintenance; hard-life overhaul programme; major strip inspections. These are important
tasks in any stage of the maintenance with new fleets to address the teething problems and
to develop new work practices with the new suppliers.
b) Task B Ad-hoc - Troubleshooting, repair or unscheduled maintenance; event investigation;
safety remedial actions; emergence spare support. These tasks are difficult in the early
stage of the entry-into-service for reliability issues encountered in the infant mortality of
the aircraft systems, this type of tasks has a strong OTP implication.
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c) Task C Value adding - Product enhancement; cabin interiors renovation; in-flight
entertainment etc. These value-adding tasks can revitalise aircraft assets and revamp the
out-of-date cabin interior and in-flight entertainment to attract customers.

3.2.5

M-Theatre topology view

If the task and route factors are categorised in two major groups: a) data content management
and b) context of use consideration. How to represent the choice from basic elements requires
a new approach. A theatrical view assisted in simplifying the existing complex task-route
categorisation will meet the first objective of this research. It is possible to group the tasks
and routes description in the maintenance theatre proposed for any generic airport operation
(Hong Kong'
s CLK airport is typical), as shown in Figure 3.2.5:
OUTSTATIONS

Bangkok

HONG KONG

Inbound flights

Task-A, B & C

Task-A & B
Route-1 & 3
Revenue

Taipei

Route-1, 2 & 3

Runway R

Base
Maintenance

Narita

Runwa y L

Maintenance

London
Cargo
Terminal

…

Engineering

Xiamen
Vancouver

Tsueng Keung O

OTP

This is to cater for any
combination and range of
activities within the scope
of M-theatre. This helps
to rethink and redefine the
process new relationship.
Analysis is on the basis of
improvement & would
need further adjustment.

Outbound flights

Figure 3.2.5 Maintenance Theatre topology for Route-1 tasks as example

This theatre view covers the daily aircraft transit in a theatre context. Hence, Route-1
operations from Step 1 (arrival of aircraft after a flight), Step 2 (maintenance tasks to rectify
the defects), Step 3 (engineering work for value adding tasks) and Step 4 (on-time
performance management) dictate overall contribution as in OTP-utilisation initiative.
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3.3

Players Collaboration Opportunities

The maintenance tasks under the theatrical view can be captured inside a matrix for the 3 Task
and 3 Routes combination. This is to observe the collaboration opportunities between the
AAME requirements and that the CELSn can offer. A set of rules is given as follows:

Routes in CELS

Tasks
AAME

1
(Contractor)

A (Routine)
ity
un
ort
pp
no
io
t
ora
llab
Co

2

B (Ad Hoc)
AAME express issues with the
player on this side of the matrix
box with regards to the existing
SCN performance

(Maker)
Opportunity is an inter-action between
players, collaboration is a fair share of
work under a set of condition.

Counterparts offer existing solutions
on this side of the matrix box
surrounding ERP & ERP offers

Figure 3.3 Definitions for matrix analysis space in T-R box

For each Task and Route (T-R) pair, the AAME can post the concerns directly related to OTP
performance against the offers provided by the AME players. Within the same matrix box,
how to establish the opportunity for collaboration is discussed. The cells are not only
functioned as analytical and negotiation spaces to explore feasible ERP extensions, but also to
provide dialogue between what AAME wants and the potential improvement offered by the
CELSn. AAME could alter the service requirement using configuration management. The
information obtained from different AME players, maintenance and aircraft operations
supports the collaboration. Different formats of suppliers and aircraft manufacturers data
based on different ERP'
s can be linked to the analytical space so that all players can select an
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appropriate configuration. A collaboration sign would be installed to denote the highest
effectiveness for SCN.

3.3.1

Maintenance Theatre detail route study

The task context belongs to the AAME, in where it can be altered to suit operational needs.
The task content, on the other hand, belongs to the frontline business units or the outsource
maintenance provider. Hence it should be aware that the last mile control for OTP is not just
the AAME but also the CELS2. This leaves a supportive function for the AAME closely tied
to the shared ERP usage. Route-2 connection between home-base and the outstations are
through web-based ERP frameworks depended on both technology and collaborative traits.
Route-2 should be carefully mapped between AAME and overseas players connected to the
process. The second-tier AME operation paths are now known as Route-3 and the AAME has
a last mile advantage over the suppliers.

The M-theatre tasks and their attributes are described in each route as follows:
a) Route-1 - Mainly to drive OTP to meet daily operation in home base, this process is
focused on traditional AME physical maintenance domain by key players. Their
respective functions are defined as follows:
•

CELS2 - ramp maintenance engineers who have process ownership but not logistics
due to lock of SCN process support and spare parts information.

•

CELS3 - contracted maintenance parties such as mechanics who do the physical
work for general aircraft condition inspection and despatch support.

•

CELS4 - dedicated logistics planners, controllers and maintenance liaison to deal
with daily issues arising in the scale of economics in operation.
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b) Route-2 - Mainly governed by the global operation of the airline nature, AAME will use
the man-machine-material-method (4M) combination to optimise overseas maintenance
opportunity through global connection (Leung, 2003). The wireless design must emphasis
the global reach capability and the major players are defined as follows:
•

CELS5 - outstation ramp maintenance engineers have process ownership but also
logistics control due to less flight in outstations hence a wider scope of work.

•

CELS6 - contracted maintenance and aircraft handling parties such as cargo loaders
who perform the physical work for the AAME.

•

CELS5 - The engineer who is also the logistics controller and maintenance planner
to deal with ad-hoc maintenance needs in outstations.

a) Route-3 - Cross-theatre operations depend on the logistics and operation planning at the
home base. The AAME will treat the home base airport as the value adding base, the key
players would be defined as follows:
•

CELS2 - ramp maintenance engineers may need to expand their roles in ad-hoc
defect rectification, logistics support and spare parts information dissimulation.

•

CELS3 - contracted mechanics perform the physical work provided arms and legs
to assist the engineers, now need to exercise analytical power.

•

CELS4 - dedicated logistics planners and maintenance planners who normally deal
with routine issues only, now need to extend their knowledge to reliability.

3.3.2

Integrated M-theatre T-R analysis

The complete 3-Tasks x 3-Routes matrix shows the possible combinations using literature
survey for AAME, the AMEs and CELSn players. The matrix illustrates the overall
opportunity that exists to allow supportive collaborative framework development with the data
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obtained through the existing ERP inter-links. As then, an “agent” (see Section 4.1) will use
maintenance policies and SCN theories to help the AAME and AME players to fill up the
matrix cells with all T-R combinations:
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Figure 3.3.2 T-R analysis in M-theatre

The collaboration opportunities are grouped into only a few feasible improvement options
because provision for all levels of maintenance services is rather complicated. The AAME
may select professionally trained personnel who are stable and capable of working
independently to perform certain improvement options as proposed in certain matrix cells.
Therefore, this matrix has only provided an analysis model representing the intended levels of
the players who need to know AAME'
s dissatisfaction over the utilisation-led OTP downturn
and the options exist for further collaboration.
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Finally, the context of competition will emerge while filling the cells. This will drive players
to offer better options technologically available for the matrix analysis. To review the
completed matrix, a few salient points are listed as follows:
a) Trained engineers work in groups are more efficiently and positively affecting the work
organisation unit, based on common analysis of TA,B,C-R1 for context of use.
b) The organisation of a service unit is different from a task force unit, the later is to be
disbanded at completion of an ad-hoc job. The program office was arranged in project
nature using analysis of TB,C-R2 common concerns.
c) Managing the relationships between engineers belonging to a different organisation could
be difficult so the obstacle between them should be addressed adequately. Analysis of
TA,B,C-R2,3 common findings helps to dissect this issue.
d) Real-time data communication through the AAME in the last mile process is beneficial to
all the players. The analysis using TA,B-R1,2,3 supported this view, which is justifiably
meeting the sponsor'
s vision for mobile M-theatre.

All the TA,B,C-R1,2,3 analysis are open to the AME player participation, that is, given the
natures of tasks there could be infinite amount of players to be selected on the basis of
economic considerations. However, AME industry is core competence driven hence it is not a
completely free market as constrained in the logistics configuration (Figure 1.3.1). In this
juncture, a remote access capacity is needed along with the task-route selection.

3.3.3

CELS player remote access and range of options

Given the diverse requirements of AME players and different ERPs and different task nature,
the focus of alignment person has to enforce a common goal of OTP for remote ERP access.
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Summarising the CELSn outsource companies choice of routes, process, connection, the
following To-do'
s and Not-to-do'
s are derived from the Task-Route Matrix:

2nd Tier
Component
Suppliers

No-todo’s

1st Tier
arrow denotes service direction
& material & information flow which is two
way through contractual agreement. This
network two stages: a) new production &
b) in-service of the aircraft.

Spare supply & part repair

3

Spare and part repair
Build-up, modify
Airline
Airframe
operators
Manufacturer2
& Tech Support

Maintenance
Service
Provider

Maintenance & Repair

1

Fly &

Serve

Passengers
&
freights

a circle denotes the relative
closeness of information support format
& systems definition towards the party
forming the contract service agreement.

To-do’s

Where the circle action options are described by the following:
1

Route-1 - faster to plan scheduled maintenance and operation planning data

2

Route-2 - sharing of in-service experience and knowledge with airframers

3

Route-3 - link suppliers for detail component logistics and repair information
Options not taken in this research, assuming that has no major effect on choices
Figure 3.3.3 Range of options opened to players for remote access

The remote access capacity for the above logistics flow, the relative positions of the
information "nodes" between any two players represent the closeness of opportunity. The
ideal stage of AME SCN competitiveness balance was the common benefit for the network
players. On the final result of performance improvement (Kaplan, 1996; Neely, 2003), a chain
of validation process should be taken so AAME and suppliers can facilitate a change in work
relationship. The focus alignment in all Route-1 to Task-A will help creating the SCN
collaboration framework that would excel in the envisioned M-theatre. Hence, the contact and
alignment must be tested with each route.
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3.3.4

Sponsor airworthiness considerations

Currently, the AME working style is paper-based, task-card control and walkie-talkie based
for frontline communications between the dispersed maintenance teams. If drastic measures
are employed to test players’ process improvement considerable risk could be incurred. AME
stakeholders reminded that proposals should not impair air safety in case of failure. In this
regard, a "big-bang" approach to re-configure ERP anchored on technology re-design is
undesirable. On the other hand, the sponsors are willing to adopt demonstrable ERP
frameworks that would initiate subtle changes of mindsets and working modes in adopting the
ERP extension. So a 3-pillar support collaboration on systems features, application
intelligence (So, 2005) and agility is designed.

3.4

Criteria Setting for Collaboration

A modified Criterion Reference Assessment Method (CRAM) originated from Lai (2004) is
adopted to assess the research outcome. The academic and industrial measurements for the
content and context establishments from the M-theatre basic elements would be used to set the
criteria for linkage between cases:
a) Content - The basic elements of tasks, routes, players, mobile support framework formed
the scope of extension. The configuration affects the frontline operation will be expanded
into areas where existing ERP cannot reach. The need for OTP, as an improvement to the
existing ERP connection points (Voropajev, 1998; Jacobs 2003), will be converted to a
motivation for extension.
b) Context - The basic elements of network, motive, goal, criteria, opportunity, culture and
behaviour are considered as awareness factors. These knowledge based features may
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affect the inner core competence of the players, any mismatch between the process and the
ERP is made aware to the network players.

3.4.1

Motive for collaboration

The motive of collaboration requires AAME to take initiative in supporting assets utilisation
against punctuality, manpower and regulatory constraints. Hence, the CRAM (Lai, 2004) is
tailored to reflect the above constrains:
a) Safety and reliability - this give rise to the boundaries of the research.
b) Restriction on daily operations - which limited the boundaries of extension.
c) Utilisation - with worsening aircraft departure delay has a focus on OTP process.
d) Obligation - knock-on effect of delayed departure, which defines the lower bounds of the
improvement targets.

3.4.2

Tangible goals to meet sponsors’ needs

To address the problem of delayed tracking of reliability performance affecting despatch
maintenance decision in frontline, ERP extension is designed to display technical data that are
organised in a convenient way for frontline engineers. Analysis of existing practice revealed
inefficiency in troubleshooting tasks deferrals for all Route-1 to -3 and Task-A to -B. A 30%
improvement (a rather aggressive target) was created for ERP extension.

3.4.3

Activities for value creation

Value creation is the motive of performance activities under the proposed deployment and
supportive framework. Activities are tasks initiated by the researcher to capture empirical data
are filtered using the criteria proposed. The range of activities is defined as closely related to
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the goal of supportive framework deployment to reduce the deviation d OTP (see Section
4.4.2 for detail calculations). These activities are essential to designing the case study or
project deployment for the actual site selection, player connection or process data collection
and finally the actual OTP improvement.

3.4.4

Before and after collaboration on ERP extension

Under this cultivated player environment, a new behaviour pattern is targeted between the
Routes-1 to 3 players. The supporting AME firms are strive to transform the old relationship
for a new level of co-operation, i.e. from the conflicting environment to a collaborative "WinWin-Win" situation between the players while connecting the ERPs:

Traditional status
Airframers

Component OEM

Ideal collaborative status
Airframers

Component OEM

Airlines

Airlines

Before CELS Management Concept -

After CELS Management Concept –

Conflicts

Win-Win-Win

Figure 3.4.4 CPFR transformation AME modus operandi

Conflict is a form of uncertainty as per Koh (2003). To overcome this issue the design of Mtheatre must change the existing modus operandi to a “sharing” platform between the players
(Leung and Chung, 2003). The benefits may accrue with the different players in the new
environment [Tripartite view, ref. Chung, (2003a)] for the new characteristics, features and
relationships that will lead to changes of process-ERP matching in the outsource environment.
The OTP metric will boost the effectiveness of the whole AME (Kaplan, 1998; Neely, 2000),
because fundamentally AME companies and their processes are chained.
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3.4.5

Defining collaborative ERP extension framework

This description provided some conceptual insights, based on literature results, survey and
analysis for AAME’s driving forces. Then, a breakthrough in ERP is envisaged:
a) industry segments and players are encouraged to collaborate, and
b) player roles and functions can be changed, but knowledge sharing and learning is key;
c) value creating activities are taken up by various players in developing infrastructure
business, customer relationship and product innovation business, and
d) the researcher will be recognised by the players as an agent of change. Matching the
requirement of the processes to fit in M-theatre context on real-time basis, which is vital
for ERP extension success.

3.5

Building the M-theatre Performance Criteria

The AME performance metrics using established criteria requires higher incentive. Once
players’ goals are aligned, successful applications in M-theatres with OTP data definitions will
be agreed with each player (Yakubowsky, 2003) in the following 3 steps:
a) “Under control” (minimum achievable for improvement) - This is for maintenance staff to
perform the task only, without sharing the awareness of expansion and why ERP has a
constrained capacity and connection, for the given OTP targets.
b) “Above average” (slight improvement over the existing situation) - Through the sharing of
the knowledge and improved awareness but not due to collaboratively work modes on the
same framework. Some alignments will be defined at this stage.
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c) “Success” (maximum improvement, so that OTP becomes a straight line whatever
utilisation increase is envisaged) - Both the working mode and communication mode are
changed to improve the situation.

3.5.1

Grouping of Task-Route for content or context driven extension

The matrix of collaboration opportunity can be used to develop context awareness as a first
step to instigate testing projects. Then triangulation methods will be employed to check the
route-task combinations. This forms the basis for research result analysis activities in the
proposed deployment methods. Since the framework takes care of two fundamentally
important roles of the Task-Route matrix, it should be designed to a) identify key issues in
AME SCN and b) get players to work along on the feasible path that can lead to alignment of
ERP usage in meeting the stakeholder concern.

One approach is through “content extension” Figure 3.4.2a, and the other is through “context
awareness” in Figure 3.4.2b with a selected task-route grouping. Empirical data grouping in
the case studies supports these two different task groups (Ref. Appendix III.3.3):
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Figure 3.5.1a T-R Matrix to show Content Extension opportunities
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Figure 3.5.1b T-R Matrix to show Context Awareness opportunities

The choice of the groupings is defined for case design and opportunity of change. The OTP
improvement by different incidences will be observed in the reference site with the incidences,
according to agent’s plan the deployment is designed as follows:
a) Context awareness - mainly focus on the process improvement that will shorten the ad-hoc
troubleshooting maintenance, to be designated as Case 1, in an environment that would
cultivate the back office reliability improvement programme.
b) Content extension on the key process closest to OTP flight despatch - the test of workable
mobile framework will allow the maintenance staff to explore the usability of the
framework, to be designated as Case 2. Empirical data will be captured for ERP extension
toolkit demonstration.
c) Content extension for the capturing of departure data - the capture of real time OTP data
will form a continuous stream of “bits and bytes” for ERP extension so that the data is no
longer treated through a specialised party, but it will be dissimulated to all usable parties.
This is designated as Case 3 for auto data collection on the basis of operational, business
and process level KPI calculation.
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d) Context of use of frameworks in the theatrical network - the use of theatrical network for
designated task-route will be finalised for sponsor'
s alignment, which give rise to
recapitulation of context of use in AMEs collaborative activities. Designated as Case 4,
this will be used to finalise the whole maintenance theatre concept.

3.5.2

Diamond Model supported analysis steps

Incidences involve network, people and activities (Hankasson, 2003), the Diamond ModelSUCCESS- has now been refined sufficiently to show the players positions in seeking for ERP
extension decision through selected paths by the focal point of alignment. With the taskmatrix relationship established, the player management activities can now be defined and gone
through the strategic movements to sort out the feasible, shortest and unobstructed path, as
shown in Figure 3.5.2a for Case 1:
Player collaboration definitions
become clearer as oppose to
“The cloud” in Figure 2.6.2

3. Incidences - Cases
Shared, Elevated
Utilisation-OTD goal

Stakeholder

2. Task-Routes Mapping

Sponsor

Competitor

B
(T A,

Users

-R

) Reliability support
tool context of use

2 ,3

Mobile Support tool
Context of use

-SUCCESSOpportunity

Supplier

Customer
Employee

Critical Process
Content Extension
AME PN Task-Route
Content Analysis

Agility &
Adaptability
System

Application

4. Model refinement

Orchestrator platform
1. Vision

Figure 3.5.2a Diamond Model player analysis routes - Case 1 C-H Method
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So the “player management cloud” sits on top of the 3-pillars [system feature (Pak 1999,
Yuen, 2005), agility (So, 2005) and application (Chan, 2005)] for ERP extension has become
clearer. In each case, the matrix is checked carefully along with the M-theatre task-route
paths. The final track as shown in red arrows segments are constructed based on -SUCCESSplayer positioning. The following steps illustrate how the path is defined by context
awareness, and how players are responded in the alignment roadmap:
a) Step 1 - Engage the sponsor’s vision and check with knowledge gap identified to make
sure that the vision can align with the opportunity for growth in that arena.
b) Step 2 - Carry out key process analysis through a task-route matrix analysis for the
required level of improvement.
c) Step 3 - Identify collaborative opportunities for the key process and design the case study
for each incidence, using the Diamond Model elements to cross check the player dynamics
and go through a similar players path analysis through the -SUCCESS- response. Finally,
decide on which player needs to be involved with a group consensus.
d) Step 4 - Feedback case major findings to check if theatrical management factors are fitting
into the conceptualised path of improvement. If not, reject the case and summarise the
points why it was not included. If successful, feed the collaborative elements to the model
and register the contribution.

The above process is repeated for the other 3 cases (Case 2 to 4). This will make use of the
path illustration within the -SUCCESS- cycle for player management method with a similar
arrangement. Hence the second task of this research is to be accomplished through
demonstration of the player management cycle as shown in Figure 3.5.2b:
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Incidences - Case 2

Shared, Elevated
Utilisation-OTD goal

(TA,B - R1,2,3)
Mobile Support tool
Context of use

Sponsor

Stakeholder
Competitor

Users

-SUCCESSOpportunity

Supplier

Customer

Case 2 Design - Involving vision sharing
by AAME sponsor, to suppliers and ICTsp
to find applicable demonstrable
framework. The agent should coordinate
with the user and employees to come up
with the agreed testing and data
collection requirement.

Employee

Incidences - Case 3

Shared, Elevated
Utilisation-OTD goal
Sponsor

Stakeholder
Competitor

(TA,B,C - R1,2,3)
ERP & PMS
Content Extension

Users

-SUCCESSOpportunity

Supplier

Customer

Case 3 Design - Involving two
stakeholders to discuss with their
employees to explore ways to extend
ERP data boundaries and capture
operational performance data for real
time OTP information capturing and
management.

Employee

Shared, Elevated
Utilisation-OTD goal
Stakeholder

Incidences - Case 4

Sponsor

Competitor

-SUCCESS-

Users

Opportunity

Supplier
Customer
Employee

Note:

(TA,B,C - R1,2,3)

Case 4 Design - Involving three
BU stakeholders to understand
competitor positions, employee
awareness of OTP improvement
for utilisation & task relationship.
Together the network players
are benefited.

AME PN OTD
Improvement Utilisation

denotes the player alignment path designated by the -SUCCESS- cycle
Figure 3.5.2b Diamond Model player path analogy for Cases 2 ~ 4 designs

The player contributions and the actual performance improvement in these intricate processes
adhered to the natural progress of incidences. There is an important balance between the
“case” itself (Yin 1994) and the controllability over the cause of actions (Hussey, 2003) even
though some of these industrial incidences are not entirely uncontrollable. The case study
design should take care of real life operation constraints where certain testing elements are not
entirely designed by the researcher (which is a benefit for the external validity). So the model
can sustain with any changes of external factors, as long as the basic assumptions are retained.
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3.5.3

Units of analysis

The chemistry inside the “clouds” in Figures 3.5.2 started when the cases that are subject to
review and players are connected via a deeper understanding of competitive factors. The units
of analysis should be repeatable when the content extension and context awareness are
becoming more generic, not for just one individual company. The player collaboration factors
should enable the following logic to be measured as repeating units:
a) Check if the players, in the order of path, have shared the same goals of alignment and
willingness to improve up to the required performance (validated in Case 3).
b) Check if the players have developed similar ERPs, if not, identify the common points of
connection, patterns for interfacing with minimum extra efforts (validated in Case 1 & 2).
c) Check if the players have become aware that the alignment could result in change of
landscape in business level (managers, stakeholders) and process level (front line staff)
(validated in Case 4).

3.5.4

Critical Success Factors

Successful alignment is based on the feedback of AME players who is willing to test a new
collaborative framework. This could result in unsynchronised goal-pursuing if alignment is
absence. Hence the M-theatre framework has defined the units of measurement mainly as a)
whether AME companies staff are willing to adopt the ERP extension software and toolkits for
test or not; and b) the actual quantitative OTP improvement is resulted when the collaborative
frameworks are used in combination or standalone. These units of analysis should be tied in
with the problem formulation (Section 1.4) and the literature gaps (Section 2.6), which will be
illustrated in the Methodology chapter.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

This chapter presents the research steps for industrial-academic collaboration, what should be
done at different stages and what data needed to conduct cross case analysis. Finally a
validation method (para 4.4) is used as per Yin’s (1994, p49) multiple cases protocol.

4.1

Research Design for Case Studies Agreeable to AME Management

The first step is to get a certain level of alignment between parties related to content extension
and context awareness efforts. These are contributing factors to align M-theatre players and
AME managers. Data has been captured in AME maintenance and logistics network to
support first syndication and second conceptualisation of ERP extension for CELS through the
4-level concerns defined in literature summary:
Level 1 Data: ERP implementation must contain the institutionalisation of process,
skill, and alliance. Case analysis is needed to confirm the empirical nature of data.
Level 2 Circumstantial: New technology toolkits must be tested to see how they
support and adjust the logistics skills tailored for the new tasks.
Level 3 Mental: Changes should occur in a natural basis from pure contractual
requirement to collaborative support through the use of ERP extension paths.
Level 4 Satisfaction: Higher level than trusted collaboration is to be gauged to
advanced logistics concepts such as CPFR reference points.
These institutionalisation stages are linked to the logistics routes (between companies) and the
task process refinement (between actual work done in the aircraft) to instigate collaborative
progress. Using the matrix constructed for the CELS concept and M-theatre management in
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context of network, individuals who work within established organisations could become
socialised into organisational values and norms. This will bring in an alternative method to
progress for more structured institutionalised process for ERP extension (Pyka and Küppers,
2002, p171).

This methodology uses the findings from a series of cases to focus an individual’s critical
judgement and reasoning. However, mental fixation could be resulted in oversight and slow
reaction, hindering adaptation to new circumstances. Yin’s (1994, p130~140) multiple cases
study method suggested that analysing diversified corporate cultures can lead to answers. The
circumstantial factors for Task-Route matrix and the -SUCCESS- player management paths
will help to answer the following questions:
a) What is the condition for deployment of ERP extension toolkit? (Case 2)
b) What is the environment for populating the software? (Case 1)
c) What is the situation for performance system to excel? (Case 3)

The answers require linkage between cases, through the researcher to feedback the literature
relevance, particularly on ERPs across the network. The CELS concept will be validated to
see if it was just a good illustrative thought, and ERP extension should only be exist in a vague
form. Hence, a more methodological validation is needed.

In order to establish the extended ERP path with academic background, it should be validated
from all aspects of project deployment. Using a standard research methodology flow to help
the agent to pass the cloud of uncharted player management, this research will meet the
required network-wise improvement at the end.
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limited to one airline but almost all AME players. The decision on design cases should be
linked through agreed focal points. Case 1 originated as a single player initiative to resolve a
narrower technical performance to improve OTP hence its deployment was relative close to
present date. Case 4 involved 3 layers of supply chain and more, it took almost 4 years to
complete:
Case 1 - CELS1 (QREI journal paper Jan 2007)
Case 2 - CELS2, 3 (JMTM journal paper Aug 2006)
Case 3 - CELS1, 2, 3 (IJBPE journal paper co-author Jan 2006)
Case 4 - CELS1, 2, 3,, n (Based on a Business Excellence Conference 2003 paper)

4.1.2

What should be measured at the focal point of linkage?

The researcher and the designated M-theatre players agreed to advance the understanding of
the maintenance process paradigm by setting up linkages for each case. By capturing players’
focus and their management requirements it would be possible to construct a logical flow path
for the M-theatre task-route design and player management (See Appendix III).

Hence the concept of M-theatre player management (Section 3.4) for detail project progress
control and analysis would be developed from the CRAM criterion (Lai, 2004):
a) Comparison - Key operational data are taken before and after M-theatre deployment. This
would form the basis of OTP improvement and players contributions, as oppose to the
increase in utilisation and other assumptions.
b) Integration - Mobile applications discussion took place with designated parties in Airline A
for a proposed test to get the benefits of collaborative actions in the logistics and
maintenance operation support. Linkage design is important for integration.
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4.1.3

Comparing Content Extension

Since the AME industry has no direct process similarity in CPFR methodology (ref. Seifert
2003), this research introduces the necessary portions for comparison, e.g. logistics
contribution in the parts arrival counts in each case. The players may not be aware of the
benchmarking with newly proposed framework. Task-A, B and C deployment will meet the
required Routes-1, 2 or 3 are considered as ERP extension features (Case 2) for such
application. So the agent (researcher) developed case linkages method and criteria to record
incidences close to CPFR intent, and to support the final argument.

4.1.4

Comparing Context Awareness

The contextual requirement is based on AAME’s obligation to keep aircraft in the air as long
as possible. The agent should provide the context awareness for players and the service
providers to ensure that the following attributes are included in the cases:
a) Safety reliability requirements - take it to Route-2 for the Makers responsibility.
b) Restriction on daily operations - take it to Route-1 and -3 for CPFR targeting.
c) Utilisation with deteriorated departure delay - back to AAME ownership.
d) Despatch reliability falls below world competitors - feed the issue to ICTsp.

4.1.5

Integrating sponsors’ need and aligning management views

To recognise the units of analysis, a workgroup meeting was conducted with the AME
sponsors CELS1, 2 and 3 for agreed case study data capturing. A “traffic light” (Neely, 1996)
analysis method was proposed to engage the AME management and the frontline maintenance
staff. This is to set the ERP extension focus and the process technology support for the
direction of improvement (also see Appendix III, Case 3 for background details):
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AME ERP Way Forward

AAME

CELS1

CELSn

M-theatre ERP Extension Alignment
Collaboration opportunities supported by latest

Network

Process

findings in ERP extension strategies way forward:

Player focus

Technology

1. Grasp ERP deployment critical factors study?

45%

34%

78%

56%

59%

49%

60%

22%

23%

12%

50%

58%

(Gunasekara, 2003)

2. Managing of uncertainties in deployment?
(Koh, 2006)

3. Inclusion of features to fix “Power & Politics”
(Markus, 1983)

4. Address ERP “Win-lose” problem for players?
(Markus, 2006)

5. Taking optimisation to the limit?
(Yu, 2005)

6. Collaboration difficulty should network help?
(Botta-Genoulaz,2003)

7. Strategically chaotic implement for players?

60%

(Österle 2001)

8. Players not support

43%

90%

(Somers & Nelson, 2004)
M-theatre requirements

N.B. The grey boxes are considered pre-empted areas for ERP extension
The following depicts the traffic light convention for M-theatre successes:
- Very positive feedback for the level of satisfaction achieved
- Positive level of satisfaction in general however critical success yet to achieve
- Delay encountered for not meeting the definite outcome, lack of direction
- Definite dissatisfaction aroused for the proposed criteria
- Some uncertainties exist about the proposed criteria
Table 4.1.5 AME management workgroup summary

Hence, the above Do’s and Don’ts would form the specific fleets’ OTP requirements for ERP
extension, as depicted by Neely’s (1997) business performance approaches.
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4.2

Reference Site Selection

The agent and work teams designed a “Crystal-1” toolkit to measure the process improvement
data against the OTP requirements. This apparatus defines at where the ERP extension
support should start and end (detailed in Appendix II). In practice, the agent used Crystal-1 to
capture operational data using connection software at initial stage, and then further developed
for advanced pattern recognition display as for Case 1 applications.

4.2.1

Practical choices of testing tools for ERP data collection

The proposed studies involved the use of physical tool which enables the existing players’
ERP to be economically connected, and to take up gaps in the new mobile environment as
opposed to Bapst’s proposition (2000). A combination of hardware selections was short-listed
to carry out MWM test (Case 2):
a) Maintenance dedicated laptop devices (initial mobile application test frameworks) - Tools
are already existed but will be used in parallel work with a tailor-made Crystal-1 design.
b) Handheld portable digital aid (PDA) (Crystal-1 design to meet AME player-focus
requirement) - Selected by AAME management for test data collection.
c) Tablet PC (general purpose demonstration, proposed Crystal-2 demonstration) - For
advanced on-site support and interface which requires further work in the future.
d) Tough Book (military grade portable maintenance system application support) - That
could be inline with the future e-flight-bag framework, however cost is an issue.

Finally, the interface design supports ERP extension applications that are closely connected to
the real life AME situation. The user interface is articulated by the following approach:
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Final OTP
improvement
measurement per
the PMS method

Process
Performanc
e

Systems
Appreciatio
n

Controlled maintenance
information & data
M&E info support

Generic PMA data

Systems
Level

Fleet level

Generic PMA data

Generic PMA data

Generic PMA data

aircraft level

engine level

sub-assembly level

piece part

Figure 4.2.1 Range of choice of software and level of tests
Source: Leung and Chung (2005), Systems and application development for portable maintenance aid (PMA) - A
performance perspective, JMTM, September 2006

Figure 2.4.1 depicts the approach that the agent would introduce Crystal-1 as a linkage toolkit
to test the focal point of alignment between the players (Third objective ref. para 1.4.c).
Crystal-1 adoption will commence with frontline staff and maintenance policy makers and
planners, and the following were activated for “staging” of each role:
a) Improved overall linkage of content management to core product and service.
b) Streamlined costs associated with content creation, management and delivery.
c) Increased organisational agility and effectiveness by automating delivery.

The Crystal-1 prototype supported the researcher to collect survey data from the users and
managers in the meeting or in the flight despatch scenario study (details can be found in
Appendix II) for ERP extension in frontline application (Bendoly, 2003 and Bapst, 2000).
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4.2.2

Theatre management cases using Crystal-1 as linkage

The theatre approach allowed the researcher to bring out cross-disciplinary information,
conflict resolution and logistics update to promote understanding of the "big picture" in the Mtheatre to the down stream component suppliers in the CELS network:
a) Initially, Boeing, Airbus and multiple tier suppliers comments are invited on how AME
players are using the OEM data. Then, more planning and logistics parameters will be
linked by OEMs to help AMEs to meet the overall SCN improvement objectives.
b) Other AME service providers had not been included in the test previously will be invited.
This will meet the player development intent, as intermediate linkage.
c) Other airline operators would consider Crystal-1 as an important system technology
enabler for their future development will be treated as partners for a final linkage.

4.2.3

Capturing players focus through Crystal-1 prototype

This framework will direct the research projects to seek the necessary proof for the cases
although different input formats will be gathered. The Crystal-1 design represented an initial
form of alignment amongst the AME industry, maintenance planning and airframers for Mtheatre conceptualised ERP extension demonstrator, as shown in Figure 4.2.3:

Crystal-1 Demonstrator

•
•
•
•
•

Agent purposed features
Pattern recognition display
Support maintenance reliability
improvement
On-line access to the ERP
information
Frontline engineers usability

Figure 4.2.3 Crystal-1 prototype for M-theatre testing
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4.3

Tangible Measurement and Process Variables

Using the Crystal-1 for Airline A'
s OTP measurement it was able to directly captured data at
the point of departures (in airport ramp). This approach, as shown in methodology step 3 in
Figure 4.1 for field data collection is innovative in ERP extension. Not only to demonstrate
the use of extension toolkit for the AME players but also to by-stand the actions through
decisions aligned in Table 4.5.1 and learning from previous ERP adoption experience. It has
initiated a work mode change within participants, in terms of context awareness.

4.3.1

OTP performance improvement in higher utilisation range

Crystal-1 support a new method to push SCN data to the frontline AME users, this can be
compared with the CPFR rated operation in high utilisation fleets (e.g. freighters in Case 2
design). The following activities are measured for improvement (in Case 3 data collection):
a) Tracking maintenance tasks communication has been improved while compiling the “todo” options to share the information. Instigation of systematic mobile deployment plan, so
that back office information can be offered, that was unprecedented in AME operation.
b) The deliver speed of spares to designated location has been increased so that the CPFR
concept can be instigated and applied in the task oriented maintenance service industry.
c) This enables up-to-date inventory reports and alleviated the problem for the front line
engineers who might not be trained to deal with the spare demand effectively, the time
taken to get a spare would be significantly reduced.

Each step taken through Crystal-1 demonstrator was aimed at addressing certain issues
identified that have caused flight delays in the previous flight despatch studies.
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4.3.2

Delayed performance analysis

Using Crystal-1 supported ERP extension the AAME would be able to achieve improvement
based on operational targets: faster routine maintenance, accurate trouble shooting for ad-hoc
maintenance, on-time delivery of value adding service as detailed in Task-Route matrix
analysis (Ref. Section 3.3). The overall goal is measured by the OTP delta time d by adding
the delay time deviation d of the 3 sources where frontline engineers will encounter in each
Task-Route deliverable:

d OTP = d (schd maint) + d (ad-hoc maint) + d (renovation process)

These expectations would become the numerical goals, aligning AMEs to overcome
difficulties encountered by maintenance staff in the frontline in the high utilisation portion.
With this new T-R analysis matrix, the AME workgroup expects to enhance contracted service
providers’ mutual communication. The work group agreed that Crystal-1 enabled ERP
extension should tackle the following inefficiencies in the system:
a) Unable to communicate key maintenance data through walkie-talkies. A survey revealed
that this has contributed issues in all Tasks-A to C deferrals for Route-1 by 10% (standard
deviation s.d. 2%) [Ref. Case 3 improvement targets Appendix III section III.4.1].
b) Slow to return to the maintenance bay for data analysis to be done in back-office. A
survey revealed that this has resulted in issues for Task-B deferrals for Route-1 by 10%
(s.d. 2%) [Ref. Case 3 improvement targets Appendix III section III.4.2].
c) Inefficient to handle large amount of data outside the scope of the printed work card. A
survey reported this has contributed to issues for Task-C deferrals in all Route-1 to -3 by
10% (s.d. 1%) [Append III section III.4.3].
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4.3.3

Data collection design for M-theatre visibility

Through the cases designs, the M-theatre instrumented several qualitative interviews with the
frontline engineers, and the feedback are tabulated in Appendix IV.2 and summarised in
Section 6.1.2 for results analysis. Four areas are being focused for AME player and it has
been decided that some data are to be shared with the competitors:
a) The definition of mobile supported theatre roles related to maintenance applications would
be given at the beginning of the questionnaire because the CELS concept is new to them.
b) Each question for M-theatre functionality in the questionnaire was refined with the AME
group consensus.
c) The term ‘wireless device’ in the questions about customer interaction methods used was
explained further by giving examples.
d) Each mobile maintenance definition was rated with a five-point scale instead of binary
scale for more qualitative message, this also included the competitor’s views.

4.3.4

Linking collaboration opportunities as institutionalisation process

Comparing the task-route analysis within the M-theatre concpet, Pyka and Küppers (2002)
have provided good institutionalisation checkpoints for the industrial network. The
accumulated benefit of ERP extension in the theatre environment captures all the CELS2,
CELS3 and CELS4 involvement for real-time information feedback to support task
accomplishment:
a) Players will connect flight operation plans to actual maintenance (Case 2 condition).
b) Users will capture specific types of technical data and information (Case 2 condition).
c) Frontline engineers will link problematic areas to effective rectification (Case 1 condition).
d) Measurement indices will cover the Route-1 to 3 features (Case 3 condition).
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If a linkage can be built using the institutionalisation process as defined by (Pyka and
Küppers, 2002) for each case this will constitute a strong argument for the concept integrity.

4.4

Validation of Research Methodology

This is through continuously writing the case studies (and some are published as journal
papers) to check if original concept meets the academic and industrial improvement (Yin,
1994). Hence the methodology will include the technique to check if the results would
support the following validation process.

4.4.1

Construct validity

The construction of appropriate operational measures for the M-theatre concept relies on the
knowledge gaps identified in the literature reviews. This helps to find out what measurements
could be used. The proposition of this research is a collaborative action approach which
should be adopted for the benefit of AME companies with cultural awareness and tangible
improvement. After meeting with the managers in the AME SCN, it was confident that the Mtheatre theory was created from a valid operational OTP shortfall (an apparent problem) to a
networking issue (hidden problem) for alignment. This is a logically sound construct and is
appropriate for case studies (Yin, 1994).

4.4.2

Internal validity

The internal validity sits within the research project progress. The aim is to acquire certain
credibility based on the casual relationship in an explanatory sense. The analytic tactics for
each case is to use explanation building and then searching for the causal relationship (Hussey,
1997). Hence the cases are to be analysed at their termination phases and their conclusions
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linked to the other cases. As a whole, this progress could be monitored by observations in the
extension process hence the results are controlled and are compared with analysis logic:
Results
Controllability
Consistent with the approach
or controllable in the case
Deviated form the approach or
uncontrollable in the case

Matching with M-theatre
goals
Relevant for theory
building and linkage
Reject

Different from the Mtheatre goals
Explain, or reject the
approach
Explain, or reject the
approach

Table 4.4.2 Analysis logic for controllability and results

4.4.3

External validity

This portion of the research emphasises on checking the case findings, to validate whether the
theory could be generalised under the given assumptions. In this validity check the replication
of the new theory should be agreed on another reference site (local and overseas). The
approach was synthesised in the form of a maintenance service model so that other
industrialists could adopt it. Replication of theory could be tested somewhere else, e.g. by
showing that the institutionalisation process be used in another research.

4.4.4

Reliability

This requirement aims at illustrating whether the research could be repeated with the same
results, i.e. similar level of success. In this regard the agent (researcher) reported cases to
encompass all the details of his intervention and relevant findings. Then a later researcher
would be empowered for replication through Case 1 to 4 in operation, on the effect of focal
point of alignment.
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Chapter 5

Case Studies Summary

The four cases are originated from a local international Airline A and another private Airline
B. The linkage of each case to total M-theatre is through Hussey’s method (1997, p256). A
brief description states the situation followed by result analysis. Finally each case’s
collaborative characteristic will be depicted a final linkage in Section 5.6.

5.1

Cases Capturing and Criteria for Linkages

Through working together party interaction and the M-theatre collaborative supportive
framework, the agent (researcher) has completed four cases. Thus accomplished the required
deliverables with measurable of outcomes. The tangible-OTP improvement for the aircraft
fleet will be subject to progress analysis; and the situational awareness for the frontline
workers and the management are reported so that a new mode of work is evaluated.

5.1.1

Common points on linkages

All cases are subject to a linkage analysis for collaborative framework design (ref. Section
3.4.2) based on theatrical management factors. The propositions are set to use an OTP result
back-driven approach, i.e. the first L1 being a final performance related and the last L7. This
reflects the case linkage definitions that are defined by Section 4.1.2 CRAM methodology and
Section 4.3 tangible measurement against process variables.

5.2

Case 1 - Context Awareness Framework (Controlled)
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5.2.1

Carroll-Hung Method reliability improvement

The C-H Method has been established to provide reliability improvement to airline OTP.
(Appendix I details the work for Hong Kong and USA based airline) and its potential for
global and domestic airlines for such application. The principal activity of the C-H Method is
using a new pattern array to speed up reliability decision to support Task B type maintenance.
a) Situation Analysis
With competition coming from other technical management AME service providers in Hong
Kong and overseas, higher expectation from airlines demands the reliability tools to be
applicable anywhere. AAME wants any CELS partners to align the pattern of reliability
picture so that focused effort will be resulted for OTP related maintenance.
b) Initiative Addressing New Algorithm
The partnership arrangement allows greater assets utilisation while ensuring the distribution
network is responsive enough for high availability of components. This allows third party
players to work with the competitors to access the reliability data and do the analysis by
themselves. In this way, greater utilisation of assets will be achieved (Leung et al, 2006).
c) Unit of analysis - User interface of innovative method
The use of the C-H method is a success in both academic and industrial dimensions, also the
competitors are willing to change from their critical viewpoints to closer connection and
contributed in the knowledge where the new method is developed, tested and finalised.
d) Brief Conclusion
Compared to other reliability tools, the C-H Method eventuate real benefits in AME. Context
awareness from Airline A institutionalised a change where SCN can be enhanced through
identification of rogue aircraft components. Airline B marketed it as a smart maintenance tool
to help Boeing, Airbus and Northrop-Grumman airframers.
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5.2.2

Case 1 linkage to M-theatre model

L1: Software as key reliability tool is crucial with features and knowledge gathering, and
training needed for proper mobile integration support.
The case for the CELS1, 2 is depended on the mobile display using Crystal-1 deployment in the
M-theatre. The nature of the software is to encourage player involved context awareness.

L2: Task accomplishment through mobile computing is considered as the first priority for the
feedback in OTP performance management.
The benefit is not limited to Route-1 or -3 processes because it has given a long-term effect to
all other processes. The AAME A cannot accomplish and advocate all reliability patterns
alone, they need to share it with the upstream suppliers.

5.3

Case 2 - Content Extension for ERP (Demonstrative)

5.3.1. Portable maintenance aid system
Airline A has a fleet of 80 aircraft and does not carryout the actual maintenance activity. The
overhaul, transit check, component repairs are outsource hence organisational boundary for
aircraft OTP management is critical. The delayed departure due to awaiting completion of
routine maintenance could be alleviated using mobile ERP extension approach.
a) Situation Analysis
The MWM experience for heavy maintenance on tasks, they are converted into aircraft
departure checks. The higher utilisation of the fleet puts pressure on flight dispatch tasks.
Hence this prototypic demo is staged in the M-theatre for OTP improvement with Crystal-1
features ERP extension connection and reliability results display purposes.
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c) Innovation to Address Emerging Inter-firm M-theatre Issues
The initiative identified by this case is a system-application-intelligence approach in the
overall enterprise performance framework to secure the competitive advantage.
d) Unit of analysis - Human and machine adaptability to OTP process
The M-theatre toolkit addressed the OTP issues at the inter-organisational level, through
development of new user interface for AME players. Crystal-1 features are refined using
Apriori correlation to define the basic building blocks of inter-firm collaboration.
e) Brief Conclusion
This study is important in the vast open area in Chek Lap Kok Airport with complex
interactive relationships between CELS. It has forged the effort of connecting loosely linked
ERP data (Chan, 2005) for real-time information transmission.

5.3.2. Case 2 linkage to M-theatre Model
L3: Capturing of trouble shooting data and hardware wireless framework can change
people’s view about ERP connectivity for the task planning information needed.
For Task B ad-hoc nature support a large number of data sources will be provided by the
increasingly connected airframers (makers) and suppliers information. The suppliers of the
specific aircraft type data has different formats which are covered in ERP extension with
unchanged ERP codes. The complex technical data should be transmitted to the front line
staff as efficient as possible, that will include detail repair instruction steps that can be
marginally performed in the M-theatre capacity.

L4: Frontline staff can link to back-office reliability management perceived benefit using
portable maintenance aid support tool as an acceptable means of communication.
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The frontline troubleshooting Task B working party has mutually understood the CELS
situation and the sponsor’s instruction. The mobile toolkit can make a difference for effective
defect fixing, under the perceived and stated conditions. For Task C, the participant who
defines the interface would test the systems first due to a wider scope between AAME and the
suppliers’ Route-3 path (Ref. Appendix II.6.5 for the correlation factors setting). Hence it is
theorised that:
Focus of alignment = Process and ERP extension matching in a remote access point

5.4

Case 3 - Measuring Utilisation-OTP Dilemma (Illustrative)

5.4.1

Business process engineering framework for OTP

a) Situation Analysis
AME’s OTP improvement incentive has driven the AME players to response more proactively
to a jointly developed PMS system. This supports contract maintenance industry with key
performance indicator (KPI) for new service requirements. One necessary condition identified
for critical process is KPI indexing and reporting.
b) Innovation Initiative Addressing New Inter-firm Arrangement
At the early stage, the actors'relationship linked to various players. The personal connections
already created can be spreading with new work process and knowledge sharing routinely
between the firms. This allows players to learn more quickly together.
c) Unit of analysis - Process performance measurement alignment
Formulating a strategy to leverage key influences in M-theatre environment can influence
other players that are not prepared to share. A newly forged relationship allow AME’s and
suppliers to secure collaboration at the inter-organisational level.
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d) Brief Conclusion
Through an extensive in-depth analysis of OTP KPI’s, the agent has led the group to a
proliferation of new inter-firm arrangement. In practice, Airline A purchased more safety
replenishment stocks and new maintenance arrangement as a result of this study. The OTP
improvement enhanced ERP extension success accumulated from previous cases.

5.4.2

Case 3 linkage to M-theatre Model

L5: Business process in critical OTP steps depends on player awareness of the Last Mile
definitions and CELS opportunities to meet the final performance targets.
Routine Task-A scheduled maintenance last mile management has a player perceived
characteristic. Its location and coverage for CELSn players are important considerations. The
OTP steps will be measured by the agent'
s contribution linking to each player’s company in
the AME who are interested in M-theatre will have a fair chance to close to a final goal. The
nature of last mile is measured by the users, especially CELS3 and CELS4 but not by the
customers (Ref. Appendix III.8 for question setting).

L6: Understanding of critical path management for resolving the constraints depends on
player focus on the process smoothness (path management).
ERP effectiveness shortfall as depicted by Chan et al (2006) could be associated with the
increased outsourcing activities with unlinked ERP systems from individual players. The
larger scale Task A process constraints must be defined up-front but if uncertainty kicks in,
task accomplishment will be depended on Route-1 and -2. Hence, path management is a key
factor to critical process success.
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5.5

Case 4 - CELS Collaborative Support (Descriptive)

5.5.1

Contract engineering logistics service overview

This project was designed to manage the maintenance service SCN for the understanding of
highly specialised core competence driven production domain. The CELS (Leung, 2004)
network and industry landscape has many traits in different players. Dixon’s (2002) common
knowledge for learning pattern and Phaal’s (2003) technology roadmap started the CELS
strategy analysis and specifications for the expanded ERP applications.
b) Situational problem analysis
The connected AME process offered an important area for contract maintenance service study
in customer airlines. The engineering manager identified this area as an important business
arena that requires some re-definition. The existing functional silo phenomenon and the
disconnected processes require a major overhaul.
c) Innovation initiative new inter-firm arrangement
An initiative is used to redesign and restructure the current practice of AME function in-source
or outsource decision. Since the complexity of tasks and inter-connectivity in decision making
across the organisational boundary, a combined outcome of ERP system and process
knowledge management is proposed. This approach institutionalised an infrastructure for data
as well as special knowledge to benefit the enterprise-wide employees.
d) Unit of analysis - players engagement
The dynamic AME market and the new entrants forced existing firms to examine the interfirm arrangement for competitiveness. This initiative confirmed that inter-organisational
agreement will face dilemma in many performance aspects ref. Christensen (2002), but from
the AAME perspective it is good to have more choices in the region.
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e) Brief conclusion
After the CELS study the AME production network is perceived by many AME managers a
connected system. This new configuration has been set in place with the extended enterprise
envisaged. The players who are keen to align ERP interests will stand on same ground (more
solid as opposed to the “The cloud” in Section 2.6.2).

L7: A collaborative approach to integrate mobile applications in out-sourced work for the
participants to gain value through adoption of the model.
This gave rise to a coopetitive requirement, making players’ will to test the M-theatre toolkits
in the high utilisation environment. The knowledge, connection and effectiveness between the
frontline staff and the back office transfer are enhanced, so the value of ERP extension is
demonstrated (Ref. Appendix IV.1 and 3 for questions setting).

5.6

Final Linkages to M-theatre Case Studies

Finally, the projects deployed in the selected reference sites as in the four cases in Airline A
(locally in Hong Kong) and Airline B (in Columbus Ohio, USA) as summarised as follows:
a) Context Awareness - both airlines benefited with the AME-networked processes. Airline
A case showed sustainable development linking to their ERPs. Airline B progressed in
frontline engineers’ use of the framework for L1, L2 to L3 linkage.
b) Content Extension - the units of analysis in two airlines identified that all possible ways of
dealing with the direction of ERP data expansion depended on the nature of the player
acceptance and sponsors alignment in the AME, as for L4, L5 to L6 linkage. Hence the
overall theory construct is reflected to the major findings of this research.
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In Figure 5.6 the connection of cases and the M-theatre linkages resulted in mindset changes.
In that path the institutionalisation effect is taking place so that the cases are linked from the
beginning, for a short process on reliability improvement, to the actual ERP extension itself
for the content expansion and outsourcing selection. Finally, the connection into a new Mtheatre concept paved the way to drive context awareness needed for the OTP improvement.
The following path illustrated this relationship from L1, L2 to L3 linkage and L5, L6 and
finally L7 linkage:
L1
C-H Method design
Context
L2
Awareness

Crystal-1 design

Agent

CELS for OTP
collaboration

L7

OTP-PMS design
L3
L4

L5

L6

Content Extension

Figure 5.6 Analysis units linkage back to the problem formulation

The connection of cases and M-theatre supported the final argument for the adoption of for
L7. Thus the whole chain of institutionalisation path is consolidated through the connection
of linkage roots from each case. This has fulfilled the analysis required for the empirically
captured data in the field, as required by Yin (1994).

This result is important to prove that if there exists a focus of alignment, that can be exist in a
form of linkage. It must be useful to adopt the cases (projects) results independently and
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match with the basic task-route matrix for the intended research topics. Therefore, the
resulting path is characterised for the following features:
a) The toolkit and the agent’s involvement in the classic action learning process (Ravens,
1984) which means that the original design of research to make use of ERP extension has
demonstrated the required level of understanding between the parties.
b) A critical analytic process deployed at the alignment junction points in SCN so that the
progress is no longer depended on the initial ERP capacity but it will be bundled with the
growth of knowledge with the progress and perceived importance of the tools (e.g.
Crystal-1).
c) This concept is not likely to be limited to AME usage, it could also help the maintenance
industries to visualise the collaborative opportunity model to enhance understanding of
player collaboration. So that the two routes of institutionalisation process [Figure 1.5
route a) analytical data and route b) case empirical data] can be deployed in parallel to
enhance understanding of CELS collaboration.

With the inclusion of competitors (both in AME and ICTsp arenas), the agent took up an
arrangement for the subtle role of competitors as a potential collaborator. This suggestion is
valuable for future research on the coopetiton analysis of collaboration. Through this
approach, the role of focal point of alignment has been demonstrated in a high asset-utilisation
and complex logistics scenario entangled by systems and process issues, and finally
opportunities are identified for improvement.
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Chapter 6

Results Analysis

This chapter captures the overall research results and correlates the observed improvement to
the ERP extension model through content extension and context awareness. Also, the
progress of institutionalisation supported by case linkage logic flow is syndicated for the taskroute model validation.

6.1

AME Network Performance Improvement

The results of content extension through context awareness are analysed by case validation in
two airlines (in Hong Kong and Ohio, USA). The framework strengthened AME players’ use
of ERP for higher performance and to gain greater competitiveness in two categories:
a)

Real time support for user applicability may not need to follow the standardised
development paths under the multiple players loosely connected ERP situation.

b) Increased awareness and interface can tighten players’ cohesion through the -SUCCESScycle. Frontline maintenance staff effectiveness can be improved.

6.1.1

Tangible OTP improvement in Airline A

A survey to Airline A for OTP results showed early success of the Crystal-1 application (Case
2) in the frontline environment. This covers the necessary changes for the process depended
on real-time data transmission significantly better than the existing tools. The results was
impressive on the high utilisation portion for highest 11.5% improvement and not much so in
the lower utilisation portion, maximum at 4.3% only. This was due to a logical use of the
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maintenance troubleshooting data and arguments to support reasoning incorporated, hence the
higher utilisation portion benefited more, as shown in Figure 6.1.1:

Results to shift the curve to up-&- right
OTP Performance
improvement

low flight
hour zone

Measured by 5% delay
rate improvement on
the low utilisation zone

high flight
hour zone

Measured by 10%
improvement in the
high utilisation zone

Aircraft Utilisation
(Measured by no. flight hours per day)

Figure 6.1.1 Performance improved on the high utilisation end

The following table depicts the flight despatch improvement of AAME A throughout the
project. Upon completion of M-theatre deployment test for Route-1 Task-A and -B, a set of
OTP performance data are collected for evidence are showed as follows:
Airline A
freighter OTP
High utilisation

Before M-theatre
89.5% (s.d. 3%)

After M-theatre in
selected process
94.3% (s.d. 2%)

Projected deployment in
all T-R definitions
96.5% (s.d. 1%)

Mid utilisation

93.3% (s.d. 2.5%)

96.3% (s.d. 1.3%)

97.6% (s.d. 0.7%)

Low utilisation

96.7% (s.d. 2%)

97.4% (s.d. 1%)

98.2% (s.d. 0.3%)

Table 6.1.1 OTP survey results after collaborative framework study

The context awareness for business process study method (Appendix III for details) has
resulted in freighter OTP betterment. A significant improvement was evident over the
traditional process. The projected PMS framework (Chan and Leung, 2006) is expected to
deliver greater performance gain as oppose to the approach proposed by Neely (2003).
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6.1.2

Survey to frontline AME engineers collaboration

Upon completion of M-theatre deployment test, a survey was conducted to the AME frontline
engineers. The analysis result for the critical process feedback is to see if anything in the ERP
extension concept can help the maintenance process for the OTP target, hence their overall
effectiveness improvement was measured (derived from Appendix IV.2. baseline questions).

The following table summarises the feedback from 40 frontline staff for the results of all
routine, ad-hoc and value adding maintenance processes in Table 6.1.2. The shed areas
indicated appropriate case linkages between cases that can be repeated in the survey.
Crystal-1 Real Time Support Improvements

Content

1.

Business process - what is expected?

65%

61%

34%

2.

Critical OTP steps - what factor is critical?

55%

78%

60%

3.

Critical path management - which part helps?

58%

93%

61%

4.

Resolving constraints - can be optimised?

59%

88%

12%

5.

Maintenance data sources - most important?

97%

99%

6.

Hardware wireless tools - generate changes?

29%

78%

34%

7.

Working parties - linked can be made?

59%

66%

88%

8.

Management expectation - perceived benefit?

88%

92%

39%

9.

Competition hardware - comparison?

36%

31%

67%

10. Competition user interface - crucial differences?

61%

98%

87%

11. Task accomplishment - enhancing feedback?

12%

23%

89%

12. Mobile performance - for extending ERP?

21%

39%

72%

13. Knowledge gathering - helps trouble shooting?

77%

69%

79%

14. Training - mobile support technique on?

43%

53%

45%

Conclusion:

Much needed

Speed

Nice to have but not a necessity

Flexibility

No need

Table 6.1.2 Real time maintenance support results survey
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These results reflected the connection of the survey feedback by the frontline engineers in
different stages of the project deployment, as detailed in Appendix IV.4.

6.1.3

Conceptual appreciation of M-theatre in Airline A

The ERP extension concept gave rise to opportunities to maximise ERP capacity and the taskroute analysis facilitated overall system changes. Capturing the C-H algorithm which was Mtheatre-dependent and then the Cryatl-1 demo which was process-dependent articulated the
cycle of ERP extension. This is opposing to the other forms of ERP extension deployment
from the existing systems. In Figure 6.1.2 it summarised that C-H Method has instigated the
context awareness, followed by the expanded ERP applications into content extension, and
then the process is rounded-up through context awareness. Hence the institutionalisation
process enriched the M-theatre operands:

OTP
Process
Performance

Systems
Appreciation

Early results of ERP
Extension in
Maintenance
C-H Method
theatre

Controlled maintenance
information & data
M&E info
support

C-H Algorithm
Gener ic PMA data

Systems
Level

Generic PMA data

Generic PMA data

Generic PMA data

Ta-T1

Fleet level

aircraft level

engine level

sub-assembly level

data

piece part level

ERP
MWM

n

ui =

tij

12 n (tin)

i=1

- 0.5

n (tin) Ti

Existing
ERP

ERP Content
Extension

AME Context
Awareness

Figure 6.1.3 C-H Method augmented M-theatre support framework
Source: Leung and Chung (2005), Systems and application development for portable maintenance aid (PMA) - A
performance perspective, JMTM, September 2006
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As a means to push the process improvement to frontline staff, the M-theatre has become a
recognised trademark in the collaborative framework. The use of the advanced reliability
algorithm for pattern visualisation to “effect” accurate maintenance. As a whole the AME
process change was proposed for Route-1 AME workflow for improvement. The AME
management bought in the concept of T-R matrix for core competence analysis and ERP
deployment to consolidate their positions as new AME SCN networked players, rather than
traditional one-stop-shop value process (Paronili, 2000). This institutionalisation process
follows the algorithm, method and finally the OTP improvement in real life operation.

6.2

Case Linkage

6.2.1

Sequence of to build the M-theatre theory path

This study uses an array of source-evidence data captured from the four cases. Connecting
their contributions in each case (ref. Section 3.4), so that it could be syndicated by the focal
point of alignment through the linkages to complete the institutionalisation process. This final
linkage will meet the four levels of considerations (Section 2.1) for competitors, deliverables,
performance and contribution in the industrial network (Pyka and Küppers, 2002):
a) L1 to L2: The linkages are set to understand the AME landscape evolution over time for
the research initiative. This included a significantly improved process from the basic
algorithm only understood by the reliability experts (content) previously, making it a
frontline usable tool for the maintenance staff knowledge expansion (context) for daily
operation. Hence the agent could fill up the institutionalisation table as “Prepare &
initialised”, “Facilitated” and “Original” and “Basic” as in Table 6.2.1.
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The author experienced a reciprocal effect while applying the T-R analysis in which the player
management tactics was refined. Initially, the author was unaware of players’ issues in the
context. The commencement of T-R analysis has revealed the many facets of the player
management cycle, the boundaries of Not-to-do’s (ref. Figure 3.3.3) and the lesson learned.
This kind of awareness could not be accessible unless it is enacted through action learning as
methodised by Revans (1993). It is found that the higher the awareness of player
characteristics, the better for an agent to echo in tactics refinement. Such reinforcement of
his/her ability to practice T-R analysis will result in a higher confidence in filling Table 6.2.1.
This stage is regarded an advanced level of institutionalisation understanding.

6.3

Reinforcing -SUCCESS- Player Management Theories

The enhanced Diamond Model with competitor input as an active partner in the business
cluster of SCN affects the M-theatre design. Sometimes opposite comments are introduced
but this helps to exploring new methods. The agent has to converge the comments, inputs and
the interfaces to adopt the competitors for certain selected paths, this effort is vital for
outsourcing policy changes as finalised in Case 4.

6.3.1

Taxonomy for AME players connection

The end result of the case linkages is to follow the project progression in the M-theatre for
industrial needs and to create the necessary taxonomy for the academic needs. The industrial
result has been demonstrated in the JMTM paper and the C-H Method algorithm (which has
won an Engineering Excellence Award for the users in reference site Airline A) signified the
achievement through the concept of ERP extension. The taxonomy of institutionalising ERP
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extension has therefore been proven in the vigour of the methodology, as a whole, by the three
pillars of player involvement on system, application and intelligence.

The rapid development of logistics chain in global operation brings forward a lot of research
opportunities for the step-by-step adoption so that M-theatre hardware demo will defines the
software (and interface) capacity as follows:
a) Logistics alignment (CELS topology for the contract work requirements) can be applied in
the maintenance businesses and any other industry with similar nature.
b) Relevant updating of the maintenance to technical information available from the OEM
since the service providers work on mobile support in the critical process of maintenance.
c) Rapid diagnostic of aircraft reliability and maintainability issues as well as to resolve the
supplier quality issues using the C-H Method as a guideline.

6.3.2

Leading the transformation from competition to coopetition

Initial findings suggested that competitor should be progressively uninhibited (Dixon, 2000)
for sensitive discussion, because this helps future co-operation. The ERP extension is to
develop relative positions of competition and collaboration in the AME logistics network.
Involvement of competitor in the C-H Method has identified and initialised a resolution for
“Win-Win” coopetition.

6.4

Results Validation and Reliability

Reference Section 4.4 the task-route model has been subjected to validity and reliability
review. Two approaches are analysed and reported through ERP extension:
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a) Validity - the mobile workforce applied in M-theatre has fulfilled the construct validity for
the model logic flow as reflected by the cases results linkages. The internal validity has
been observed with a positive OTP improvement in relation to the task and route
specifications in different maintenance process and engineering logistics arrangements.
This follows strictly with the case design criteria in Section 4.4.2 for goal matching. The
external validity is based on the improvement recorded in both local and overseas airline
companies, each has different inherent culture and operational environment.
b) Reliability - This is reflected in the improvement of OTP in the high utilisation range of
operation. This agrees with the different task and route combinations by the research
design, as it was focused for this research. Also, the narrow standard deviation measured
confirmed the high reliability gained by this research methodology based on ERP
extension theme.

Finally, the validity and reliability supported results stated above has confirmed that the AME
players collaboration roadmap. It can be viewed as an alternative potential to the standard
Porter strategy (1996) and Seifert planning (2003) focuses, in an attempt to maximise the ERP
capability in the specific industry.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

The M-theatre conceptualisation was set out to address the deeper issue of OTP-utilisation
dilemma by shaking up fundamental issue of “AME companies have different ERP
configurations and different ERP yet-to-deliver issues, how can players acknowledge shared
benefits in using good ERP data to meet tighter OTP requirement ?” in the industry.

This research framework has successfully reduced organisational burden and network stress
through a series of cases and projects. To overcome the difficulties experienced in the CELS
institutionalisation of ERP extension, a few salient points are captured:
a) Accomplishment of case studies necessitated the definition of ERP extension activities.
Demonstrative prototypic toolkits and interfaces in crucial process (not in general process)
are important for the researcher to get along with the frontline staff.
b) Conceptualisation of major value adding maintenance processes constructed the theatrical
topology. The tasks and routes definitions setting involved in the contract maintenance
network were not straightforward.
c) The business process improvement targets with ERP deployment trends, roles of suppliers
and competitors (existing and potential) in the SCN must be clearly set.
d) The key findings of each case should be linked to the theatrical management factors. The
agent should overcome the take-it-for-granted mentality between the case owners.

7.1

Contract Engineering and Logistics Service Coopetition
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The ecosystem of AME originates from the generic contract manufacturing theory (Chan and
Chung, 2002), but different types of services demanded suitable competence of service
providers (Hagel, 1996). Transformation of the maintenance industry structure has shifted
from a "do-it-all-in-house" mentality to "contract-competence" competition (Sturgeon, 1999).
In the AME operation, service oriented KPIs are important (Kaplan 1998; Neely 2001) as the
AAME has the final responsibility, however, the CELS firms should now be more motivated
through the ERP extension framework. The nature of the contract service agreements has
many new problems in various stages, so this research tackled issues that are gradually
evolved. Finally the following hurdles have been resolved:
a) Role change - positions in SCN and service hierarchy interchanges between the partners
and competitors which may upset the balance but with the extension tool, it is more equal.
b) System evolving - system enhancement in functionality and technology to meet nowadays
business needs in the fast-changing world is a challenge, aligned decision is the key.
c) Process obsolescence - old processes due to a change of business need and the emergence
of new technology could expose inadequate knowledge in elsewhere and diverted the
research to low efficiency progress and poor quality of deliverables.
d) Discontinued trust - the worst case scenario is loss of trust in a firm-to-firm level, the
researcher should avoid this situation with any player in any reference site.

Experience in AME has revealed that the SCN dependence diminishes as it moved down the
chain. In the third or fourth layers of the chain departed from the baseline aircraft asset, the
focus may changed and not with the OTP anymore (Leung and Chung, 2003 on CELS
characteristics). Hence, this new work concept alleviated the above negative impacts. Also,
empirical evidence (Appendix III details) refuted the traditionally “either a collaborator or a
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competitor” clear-cut identification (Sturgeon, 2000) towards a mixed relationship. Now it is
defined as "coopetitors" that has both traits in the contractually bind SCN. This will be further
elaborated in future researches to look into issues such as:
a) AAME'
s operation planning and real time maintenance info gathering - should it be kept
exclusively in-house? What are the relative value adding functions to be explored?
b) Trust in AME partners - should it be built and maintained along with competition, so that
deeper nature of coopetition can be revealed?

The M-theatre articulated contract service provision by the characteristics of the ERP rapid
connectivity which included the contribution of the competitors, never attempted before in this
scale. This fits in the void of a missing piece of jigsaw puzzle in the Diamond template.

7.1.1

Limitations of the existing model

The M-theatre method examined the significant progress of the service SCN using different
theatre arrangement techniques and how issues could emerge under the perspective of ERP
Extension. This method is vital for empirical data gathering but this approach has a few
limitations as listed in the following:
a) Companies that are depended on merger and acquisition are not applicable for the
transition from CELS to collaborative logistics process.
b) Companies have not recognised the benefits of collaborative SCN may not be interested in
the institutionalisation process (Bose, 2002; Harvard Business-Update, 2000).
c) Companies who are positioned outside the initial players’ definitions for the M-theatre test
might have been excluded in the collaboration opportunity model (Chung 2003).
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d) The AME that have dissimilarity of characteristics in the maintenance rather than generic
commercial aviation e.g. private corporate jets (Holloway, 2003; Zikmund, 2003).
e) Players’ roles have not been defined with a reasonable timeframes due to situational
constraints or not fully analysed, or players don’t have business-wise intuitive (i.e. not a
pure business environment in semi-open aviation services markets).

7.1.2

Possible M-theatre enhancement by further ERP extension

The shortcomings of the CELS network can be enhanced if different customers are satisfied.
Christensen (2002) on “Inventor’s Dilemma” emphasised that divergence from conventional
ICTsp development approaches may risk failure. So if it could be modified through:
a) Waterfall models - the Routes 1~3 study was a simplified version just to tackle the critical
process only but not for the who process, e.g. the Not-to-do’s, and
b) Structured implementation methodology - the demonstration Crystal-1 is not comparable
to the structural mobile kit evaluation and detail spec establishment.
As then, driving the ERP deeper into AME organisations would result in more functionalities
for more potential customers. Extending the footprint beyond the core ERP functionality has
to trade-off between “best of breed” features and ease of integration, either way is difficult.

History has told us that ERP has continued to expand, blurring the boundaries of core
functionality and process ownership. In fact many added modules and features offered in the
original ERP suite have steadily grown over the past decade. For AME users, consolidation
within the software industry is having a broader effect than just on ERP itself. This research
has a profound effect on the enterprise application and ICTsp landscape. How ERP extension
versus “best of breed” decisions are fundamentally made. It is expected that more companies
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are exploring the limits of these boundaries and weighing decisions to balance extension
efforts and player acceptance against extended features and advanced technology available.

7.2

Critical Success Factor to Institutionalise Network Coopetition

First, get the concept right. The CELS concept initiated a powerful argument for mobile ERP
extension in the maintenance network. The constituents in the simplest form of representation
should exist provided that the setting of the topology is agreeable with the players. The Mtheatre research developed a flow of integrated innovation. To visualise the critical success
factors for ERP extension, the system adoption criteria for M-theatre environment has
matched the following innovative prototyping method usable for ICTsp:
IT performance facets
(O’Brien [14])
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Figure 7.2 Three-Level ERP adoption c.s.f in M-theatre
Source: Leung and Chung (2005), Systems and application development for portable maintenance aid (PMA) - A
performance perspective, JMTM, September 2006

Second, follow the error elimination path to support theory development (Popper, 2003). As
oppose to conventional O’Brien’s Model (2003) for ERP development in networked
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companies that has a go-no-go gauge, the coopetitors participation served this purpose. Such
adoption appears to be uncommon in service industry (Botta-Genoulaz, 2003), especially on
AME businesses which runs on high technical contents of complex applications. This
confirming Chung’s (2004) collaboration model which relies on "network-process-systemsperformance", i.e. another taxonomy to be further investigated.

7.2.1

Salient points in how to repeat the success

This is a group behavioural pattern against limited self-awareness. If there is no leader to
navigate the ERP extension project, it will stall due to lack of collaboration. This is like
“actors” competing each other for individual performance on a stage without a director. An
industrial champion should be nominated to shine at the beginning of each case. Together
they should bring other actors to experiment with similar process:
a) Replication of collaborative framework in one company, which all employees will benefit
from the extended ERP application.
b) Replication of collaborative -SUCCESS- and the task-route strategic move through the
volatile players interchangeable positions to strive for SCN OTP results, at where even
prior effort could not deliver (i.e. the high utilisation portion).
c) The external validity of a research design is to concern whether a particular set tools could
be generalised in another reference sites beyond the controlled case study.

7.3

M-theatre Theory Validation

According to Juran (1995, p281 to 354), guru of quality and management performance
improvement, Sensors and Agents are required to function to detect and connect SCN with the
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articulated process management. From the up-stream of supply logistics to down stream of
end customer requirement for integration, the agent carries a specific function ERP to support
a wide range of collaborative work. This would eventuate the options identified in the T-R
matrix improvement initiatives because the analysis work was intrinsic difficult for
explanation to the frontline staff at work.

7.3.1

Diamond Model to strengthen the Agent

The agent is designed to fit in to close the gap between the existing player characteristics and
its less defensive “role” to the competitors. The purpose of agent configuration softens the
complex nature in the AME SCN and sets the independent variables that are fundamentally
difficult to be defined with the assumptions and roles.

As depicted by Jürgens (2003), Mennecke (2001) and So (2004) the gap in the existing ERP is
dynamic, systematic, theory-linked guidelines for a successful realisation. Could it bridge by
an Agent? In the M-theatre the agent directs the configuration design, selection, customisation
and implementation plans for features:
a) Systems - to capture ERP concept developments in ERP system development, platform,
concepts, process algorithms, software and hardware foreseeable in pursuance of IT
supported SCN improvement opportunities.
b) Application - to render ERP applications directives, SCN development and methodologies
that can be supported by ICTsp. The process and effectiveness enhancements, global and
local network demand and strategic alliance.
c) Agility - to entice users into ERP flexibility, mobility, sustainability, implementation and
evaluation for its extension with overall effectiveness. For companies that have committed
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to the adoption of certain type of ERP frameworks, agility will reveal the insights that are
emerged in other new users’ definitions.
Source: Leung T.S., Lee K.W. and Chung W.W.C., Systems and Application Development for Portable Maintenance Aid
(PMA), JMTM, September 2006.

This has proven that ERP extension institutionalisation is not just adaptation, codification or
optimisation but a series of interactions between the M-theatre players along with deliverables.

7.4

Triangulation of OTP Improvement

The logic of the M-theatre design, based on the traffic light analysis lit the ways for specific
requirement as synergy. The agent committed in the grey boxes for M-theatre deliverables.
The components of the model’s features will bridge the gap of knowledge for mobile
workforce behaviour and the associated theory of implementation.

7.4.1

The M-theatre in application context

As depicted by O’Brien (2003) the difficulty is how to make use of the ERP support to build
mobile workforce and then to fulfil the sponsor’s vision? Similar to ERP, M-theatre poses a
small but definitive portion of integration. To this end, the political alignment for either a win
or lose couple depends on the speed and flexibility recovered in the extensions:
a) Researcher has a view where LR meets the sponsor action.
b) Survey on users’ expectations (need/no need) completed the application expectation.
c) Extraction of certain success factors creates the double loop learning.
d) Coopition can be systematically evolved in the perceived competitive SCN.
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7.4.2

Further development M-theatre concept

To attain a significant efficiency improvement, multiple formats linking to supplement the
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) concept in the cockpit is envisaged if could be based on the
prototype Crystal-1 design with its form, fit and function:
a) Matching more milestone points to business-system integration and demos in the
technology roadmap e.g. bigger screen for advance reliability algorithm.
b) More precise information sensoring, tasks capturing in theatre view to confined details
such as RFID/GPS for surgical precision logistics and technical control in all aspects of
maintenance work and future linkage to airframers’ and airlines’ systems.

7.4.3

Future research on Task-Route Matrix as a template

Gates (1999) predicted that ERP deployment and research effort is largely based on the three
levels of knowledge worker, business process and e-commerce. The refined model in Figure
6.2.1 successfully captured the 4-case synergies, and advanced the use of Diamond Model to
meet Gates’ (1999) proposition. In a way, this reflected that research is proven to have
internal and external validity.

The M-theatre concept, on its module for management performance development, has been
adopted industrial projects in the AME industry. This further supported the effectiveness of
the institutionalisation framework, not only used in the AME industry but also on other service
industry with similar set of assumptions. The refined model depicted below is the ultimate Mtheatre Model based on the data available in this research under the ERP extension argument
which constitute elements, but it could be expanded and refined:
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Figure 7.4.3 Proposed M-theatre Generic Template

Of note, another research student under the MISRU scope had adopted the principle findings
of the M-theatre’s performance definitions to instigate a new MPhil project "Design and
development of performance system in a dispersed supply chain network". Also the generic
elements of this framework are being summarised as tutorial notes for master degree students
for logistics management network in Polytechnic University.

This research result has a profound influence for the organisations and parties who would need
to establish a fleet technical management for a start-up airline who has no prior experience in
dealing with the technical content and engineering logistics context. Following the above
results this will lead them to walk a smoother introductory into service of the aircraft fleet.
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7.4.4

Refinement directions

The collaborative matrix offered an attractive research background for deeper analysis of the
logistics paths and tasks. Limitation exists in the breath of the matrix coverage, for this
template it has only covered 3 logistics routes and 3 major tasks. How can be applied to other
service maintenance industries?

The answer lies in the matrix grand list that has been created for this research. In that it gives
insight for future research to find the following interesting questions:
a) How far can we achieve next level of collaboration between players?
b) Could it be the tasks categorisation for a further broken down? Or
c) Could the routes be expanded or re-arranged such that generic use of the logistics player
sourcing can be started?

With this template, another MPhil study has taken up the matrix to follow the same path for
logistics routes performance measurement on the routing analysis. The Task-Route Matrix
represent an initial attempt to build the roadmap of institutionalisation of ERP extension, it has
not been fully explored as the four case studies just examined two possible means for content
extension and context awareness.

7.5

Possible Applications Using the Repeating Units

The model could be used outside the AME discipline because the methodology, the Crystal-1
prototype and the player management paths are independent entities. With the task-route
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management and ERP extension techniques it can be defined for possible applications in
another industry, the best results are expected with similar actor-theatre settings such as:
c) Healthcare - the mobile workforce concept can be developed for healthcare in remote sites.
Not limited to the hospital or centralised medical centres but also supports the graphical
illustration and critical process management in a “treatment-anywhere” situation where it
is crucial to the live or death. For this way the -SUCCESS- characteristic has to be defined
for the higher rating of the customers, i.e. the patients.
d) Other maintenance service industry such as housing, shipping and land transportation
systems maintenance could employ the highly robust ERP connection nature of use, rich
information presentation in the graphical formats and linkage to the authoritative
information source. These features are crucial for the M-theatre concept to be employed
and the ICTsp roles can be elaborated owing to the similar nature of industry.

Finally, most of the AME players participated in this research project are aware that players’
collaboration is a must to substantiate competitiveness. This view is alternative to the
standard Porter strategy (1996) and Seifert revenue based (2003) approach.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

An innovative collaborative support framework for ERP extension and the institutionalisation
of the process was proposed. This research underwent the institutionalisation process which
resulted in improvement of maintenance service performance and obtained deliverables with
measurable successes. In conclusion, this research has met the three objectives that have been
set and achieved the following:

a) Visualised collaborative opportunity model to enhance understanding of player
collaboration in the maintenance service domain.

b) Thoroughly investigated two routes of institutionalisation process to enhance understanding
of CELS collaboration by content extension and context awareness.

c) Offered an extended model in considering the subtle role of competitor as collaborator is
partially validated with suggestions for future research on coopetiton analysis of
collaboration.

A number of AME companies’ management highly valued the new working mode under the
collaborative engineering and logistics service as a higher CELS definition to be better than
the traditional view. A change from pure contractual to collaborative relationship is seen.
After this research AME management are willing to commit further support and investment
into the alignment process, with the help of the focal point of alignment, and this is also
evidence by their new strategy of outsourcing. The practical value of this research result in
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helping the AME industry to develop a new approach to conduct fleet technical management
and outsourcing has been demonstrated.

This institutionalisation model has also provided a portal for future research on coopetiton to
achieving a higher level of collaboration. In certain aspects this research validated Diamond
Model by context of use of theory, and refined it with the competitor’s role enrichment. The
initialisation of coopetitor management method has shed light on how and where it could exist
to extend knowledge for logistics network. As the theory still has room for further study, it
sets the foundation for a higher level research, i.e. a potential topic for PhD study.

This model can be refined and simplified to fit for other service-theatres so that participants
can gain value through adoption of the model features. The refined template offered a vision
and highlighted the importance of coopetition that helps the industry to understand more the
behaviour of players and allow supply chain network players to move ahead in the refined
model.
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Appendix V
Tutorial Notes on Diamond Model Player Management - A Theory Support
for Dynamic AME Environment
[Notes for MSc. ILS Class (2003 and 2004) – On AME industry complexity review]

To handle the multiple users and stakeholder situation with information system deployment one has to consider the
applicability of the system to be introduced to the defined reference site and the users and suppliers who need to
adopt the instrument (Calisir, 2004). Under the normal electronic device study this needs to be expanded to include
network acceptance (Amoako-Gya, 2004) which extended to network players’ position, especially the competitors
proposals. The MISRU research projects covers the theory and concept building that have resulted in industry
improvement over the last 15 years. In the early 1990’s, Chung proposed Diamond Model for collaboration, this
approach has resulted in a lot of key issues within EAI and other activity based researches. This give rises to
opportunity where the existing model can be revised to tackle a enlarged scope of interest using a -SUCCESS- (Ref.
1.6 for the player constituents) relationship revised from Chung’s Diamond Model was created and defined:

Sponsor

Diamond Model
Characteristics

Stakeholder

- Competitor position
yet to be defined.

Chung'
s
Opportunity for
collaboration

Supplier

- Players dynamics
business driven.

User

Customer

- Each players can be
change position.
- Each has its own
stakeholders.

Employee

Competitor

Research Agent can be
introduced from here

- New opportunity
with new members.

Figure V. Diamond model generic collaboration opportunity

Chung’s collaboration model has resulted in numerous cases for opportunity generation and many are later translated
to successful applications ref. Chung (2005; 2004). Over the course of the MISRU development there have been
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many application with the use of the Chung'
s Diamond model. Many paths of roadmap had been explored and many
cases of successful applications. The -SUCCESS- case can be expanded to show the relative importance of the roles
of each character, so that the model of business and process development can be analysed, also improvements:

V.1. Ng (2006) on shipping PN ICT deployment

Sponsor

tactical use of sponsor power to drive the employee to

Stakeholder

1

Ng'
s study addressed issues of distributed shipping with
Competitor

Partner

consider customers expectations (Wong, 2003). Through

Opportunity
applicated ICT deployment, employees are encouraged

3
Supplier

Customer

ICT

to develop new partnering relationships with the existing
2

customers hence "ICT deployment" model is created.

Employee

Agent

Figure V.1

V.2. Ko (2006) 3PL building business strategy

Sponsor

Yu'
s 3PL case reported a business strategy change from

Stakeholder

1

traditional local demand and work process to use third
Competitor

Partner

party logistics. The use of this new approach enables

Opportunity 3PL

the sponsor to create a PN-wise freedom and enhanced
initiative of the suppliers hence that the supply chain is

2

Supplier

Customer

3

no longer limited to traditional approach but a new

Employee

Agent

level of performance is achieved. Hence the new 3PL.
Figure V.2
Sponsor

V.3. Lee (2006) Co-developing new customer service

1

Stakeholder

The enterprise case depicts a collaboration that the business
Competitor

partners approached the sponsor to develop a new service
in a selected service site. By resolving a lack of knowledge
issue with the sponsor a new formation of alliance with

2 Partner

Co-development
Opportunity
3

Supplier

Customer

the partners and discuss with the supplier for that installation
Employee

using a special form of product research and co-development
Figure V.3
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protocol that has not been used in the selected industry before. Hence the taxonomy of "service oriented codevelopment" is created for "win-win" situation.

V.4 Yuen (2005): Internal MIS and process control
The use of the ICT deployment has resulted a new way of working out a specific issue in the management succession
study. The use of internal process control is similar in nature to that of the ICT development by the shipping cases,
hence that the model is repeated in a different operation with different setting of business nature.

V.5. Chan M. (2002): Eight-case model No.1 - Artake business diversification strategy change management
Michael uses a different business process change approach to deal with the issue of the changing business
environment so that the partners and the customers are working closer to make use of the existing setting and
production network to fulfil new sets of requirement. The nature of the collaboration is different to that of the 3PL
collection however the formation of the path is exactly the same so that the use of the 3PL approach is applicated in
the ICT supported environment for business success.

V.6. Chan M. (2003): Eight-case model No. 2 - LK co-develop of new products
The LK machinery and Tsing Hua University collaboration to research into a new form of magnesium alloy for new
product development is crucial to the future development of the die cast machinery development company. The
results are also a way of expressing the co-development protocol especially for the emerging markets.

V.7. Chan M. (2004): Eight-case model No. 3 - Shell production, logistics distribution business process overhaul
The use of the Chung’s Diamond Model extended to a new level when the BPO approach is devoted to the complete
business not just selected process (marketing and distribution) in the business unit. Hence the label of BPO is also
applied for this type of development model. The control of it fell into the sponsor more tightly and the role of the
agent, where the researcher was positioned to drive the changes around the BPO process through the network.

V.8. Chan (2006): Eight-case model No.4 - Airline PMS for dynamic operation
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Further developed from the internal information and performance control use for the management succession, the
concept of the PMS management (Kaplan, 1996) has been introduced to the dynamic airline environment as
perceived by the Chung’s Diamond Model (2001) while using the ICT for internal process control. However, Chan
(2004) in this research case extended the PMS influence (Gott, 1996) to the third party through the use of data
committed from the work contract service providers.

V.9. Chan (2004): Eight-case model No.5 - Toy marketing and PN for new products
Chan and Yuen (2005) The Hasbro case provided a reference site using the escalated PN concept for new product
development strategy. Hasbro’s non-exclusive distribution network to maximise the capacity of the supplier hence a
new approach to deal with the sponsor to develop a new

Sponsor

1

"service" form of distribution network. The sponsor plays
a new role in the alliance of the toy industry hence that

2

Stakeholder

Competitor

with the partners and discuss with the supplier for that

Partner

BPO
Opportunity

3

using a special platform for research and development
Supplier

Customer

business process. This protocol was a first time in the
applicated PN management, which sites before the business

Employee

Agent

process re-engineering is taken place. Hence the term
"BPO" created for this type of taxonomy formation.

Figure V.9

V.10. Chan (2003): Eight-case model No.6 - Johnson Electric PN and logistics distribution
Chan (2003) illustrated the BPO approach as it was devoted to the complete business but not just selected process
(marketing and distribution) in the business unit. Hence the label of BPO is also re-applied for this type of
development model. PN control fell into the sponsor where originally tightly controlled process agent dependent.
Chan and Leung (2006) applied the player management approach to depict the applicable model to instigate
collaborative support tool development. Using the typical case study method it sis possible to link the concurrent
progress, as a form of project or cases designed so as to create benefit for all the players involved.
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V.11. Pak J. (2001): QFD BPR improvement
Sponsor

The use of the of QFD methodology as reported by Pak

1

Stakeholder

(1999) was to develop Rocom as PN adopted new concept
Competitor

Partner

for the new service development strategy.

QFD
Opportunity

Pak and Chung (1998) created QFD supported network
to maximise several types of service sectors enhancement

Supplier

in supporting the sponsor to develop an agent innovated

3

Customer

Employee

service and product distribution networks. The sponsors
and judges as depicted by Pak, (1999) plays a vital role for

2 Agent

Figure V.11

partners formation in the QFD BPR improvement. This gave rise to the player management research scope for
MISRU.

V.12. Lee (2006): development of BOM for ERP adoption
Lee (1998) reported use of BOM for ERP development has results in a new way of doing BPO for the distributor.
The share of it is not limited on the production network and people involvement but also on the share of ERP
development technology and ERP usage. BP improvement focused on advanced approach so that the PN finalised.

V.13. Tam (1993): Consultant OEM to develop 4M
The initiation and basic formation of the agent theory combined with the Chung’s model to develop the required
amount of progress through the use of the consultant service,
as a form of research provided by the new product

Sponsor

1

development process was original by Tam (1996).
In that an alternative form of collaboration is designed

Stakeholder

Competitor

Partner

Consultant
Opportunity

for any given network to maximise the capacity of the

2

supplier, so that a new approach is required to tackle
Supplier

Customer

4M to deal with the sponsor to develop a service from
a new agent supported network. Hence this is called

Employee

3 Agent

the consultant network for the many scenario subjected
Figure V.13
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for study, which forms the foundation of "consultant focused service" in the originally non-connecting networks, also
a new definition for service industry.

V.14. Tam (2005): In-source strategy technology transfer
Tam reported an innovative approach to enrich MISRU that in-sourcing business process management for the
manufacturing PN. The network has provided a powerful evident (Tam, 2003) to deal with the common issues
arising form merger and acquisition where the newly joined business partners non-straightway follower to the
existing protocol.

V.15. Competitors - A missing proof for the Diamond Model
The above research was to deal with a lot of different scenarios in the Diamond Model for the Sponsor / employee
and customer relationship, then goes to the employee. And the supplier that goes with the competitor and vice versa.
In most cases, the issue of the competitor has been brought into the picture. Hence it gives the researcher a good
opportunity to measure up the position of the competitor to deal with the situation, and its function in the Diamond
Model, where the ICT supplier situation are prevailing in the supplier / competitor position. If the conditions of the
above players are appropriate the position of the players are inter swapped of their relative position. So that the
competitor can become the suppliers and the employee may turn competitor, etc. So the importance lies in the
process why the transformation takes place and also how can this be managed so that Chung’s collaboration model
can be sustained.

V.16. From Competition to "Cooperation"
In today’s dynamic business environment, it cannot view a pure competitor or pure co-operator in a given business
setting Seifert (2003). The reason being, position change in the mutually dependent commercial world there is no
easy way to define clearly the characteristics of a party in competition or a party in collaboration. Seifert (2003)
defined the concept of “coopetitor” (a combined word for the competitor and co-operator) who accepts that the
condition of competitor, as the same time they are potential collaborators. This give rise to new way of dealing with
competitors who may be at one time becomes the collaborator or reversibly, the collaborator today may turn to a
strong competition in the forthcoming PN development and the narrowing of market perspective.
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Research Questions from the Diamond Model:
•

What is the MISRU research objective? How to cultivate the features of the network relationship deployed
expected response from the players?

Answers: Group consent is, don't shy away from the competition, take communication opportunities, try to align
with the common interest, stay with a competitive mind.
•

When the assumptions of the player characteristics changes, it is possible that the role of the players have been
changed, what is the best approach to go through the -SUCCESS- consideration?

Answers: Identify the roles of the players first, revise as time evolves and make necessary correlation between
the parties so that the true relationship is established through working together, even with the competitors.
•

What has left from the Chung’s -SUCCESS- Model through the applicated researches in MISRU and the
reference site methodology research protocol?

Answers: If the information about the competitor is non-existing the problem in how to manage the players
contribution, especially the competitor's role, is still exist.

•

Can the competitors be managed in the network analysis of collaboration?

Answers: The student group has no consensus about this is question, they suspect that only the opportunity
creation and sharing sessions, workshop, conference or gathering may not achieve anything but deeper
conflicts, reduced chance of co-operation. The group suggested that the agent must be re-shaped and reequipped to take more "productive" role e.g. as a demonstrator to test controller to exercise the Diamond Model
so that they can align with the common interests, stay with a competitive mind but exploring more collaboration.

Based on the evidence furnished from an interpretation of the papers, and the answers from the questions and
discussions with the students, a projection for the Diamond Model expansion and the role of the agent for competitor
management are as follows:
Further Work
a)

Take the lead in the ensuing competition for the system integration.

b) Involve the competitor to participate on AME player characteristics change in the system adoption.
c)

Instigate coopetition between the players, on selected portions of the system integration.

d) Apply Diamond Model to assist AME PN players task-route selection for collaborative support to design.
e)

Simplify the player movement with the Diamond Model.
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Appendix VI
Tutorial Notes on AME Future Challenges – A380 Logistics
[Notes for MSc. ILS Class (2003, 2005) - On AME industry Complexity Review]

VI.1 Background
This is a presentation of the Airbus latest aircraft type, A380 and the specification of its maintenance data and
information. The objective is to show advanced logistics information to be provided for the AME PN as the industry
involved in my research. The layout is such that researchers can imagine the process logic and maintenance service,
also ref. Taneja (2002, page 109 to 117, A380 Opportunities Driven by Emerging Aircraft Technology):
a)

Describe with support of the system diagram where the routine work in repair of the giant aircraft

b) Point out the tools and techniques used to repair and enabled by AME'
s own ERP
c)

Establish the SCM using existing approaches with related technology, what will make a difference?

d) Propose your approach to contribute knowledge in doing the reliability improvement or trouble shooting jobs
e)

Current and future research projects that might come along with this new Airbus designs

V1.2 A380 illustrative analysis for the systems maintenance to support OTP improvement
To install a complete and detailed information on the A380 PN information we can visualise the whole and logistics
network as a connected activity between the suppliers. First, check out this cutaway diagram and pictures from the
assembly of the new Airbus 380 that it could consists 28 levels of systems that could be manageable for the AME PN
considerations:

Slide A1.1

Airbus A380-800 Systems Illustration for Maintenance Complexity

Source: Airbus Consortium for the published general layout of the A380 as airliner of the future
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Having looked at the integrated view of the aircraft and the systems that contribute to the whole functionality of the
airliner. Students should now begin to appreciate the complexity of the aircraft systems and the joint function or the
components, in very brief view of how the big airship can carry the passengers around, and more importantly how
the systems are behaved on ground and in the air. It is because you may be aware that if anything is not working
properly, it is the AME'
s job to make use of any forms of maintenance data support, information sharing and
knowledge gathering to help fixing the defects that might affect the OTP. This forms the basis of the reliability
improvement using available information and support. In daily operation, aircraft defect rectification in the critical
phase of the ground maintenance is crucial: because only effective unscheduled maintenance, early or prognostic
defective component identification, punctual accomplishment of repair can guarantee OTP performance. Hence there
is a demand for the effective reliability interface tool for all AME staff to work along with the aircraft, being in the
front line physical work or in the back office logistics, a common platform would be on highest priority.

VI.3 Working Dimensions of scheduled maintenance tasks for the future AME organisation
With a wing span of 79.8m (261ft 10in), length 72,75m (238ft 8in). Height 24,08 m (79ft), the A380 is a giant
movable workstation for AME to complete the maintenance tasks. In the case of planned maintenance for this
integrated, yet each components to be maintained and serviced separately, this exposed view give you an idea of how
many major parts that could be subject to in-depth overhaul and repair-replacement programme.
A380 Sections for
Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul Management
Comparing the size of a KMB bus to
the A380 on the same sacle

Characteristics of A380
Scheduled & Unscheduled
Maintenance in Operation
• Core competencies of the suppliers.
• Off-the-shelf technology products
specification for operators.
• Customer involved product design &
specification for maintenance.
• Standardized parts for multiple
systems configuration control
• Overhaul program for major parts such
a landing gears (every 5 years)
• OTP critical system management for
entry into service stage
• Reliability centered maintenance and
support using on-board information
transmission
• Repair-replacement refinement real
time decision support

SlideA1.2

Airbus Maintenance Systems for PMAS designs

Source: Airbus Consortium for maintenance characteristics & system analysis
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VI.4 Logistics Capacity for Process Management
Even though for such a giant aircraft, the A380 has 49% less components count but 35% more seats (in 555 seat
configuration) than the 747-400, allowing room for maintenance data to be handled possibly in the real time basis.
The challenge is the real time data transmission through the existing wireless and intercommunication system
between the ship and the ground maintenance centre. However, it would be necessary to discuss with all the parties
with the operation to know where and how this information can be transmitted to the required party:
a)

airport ICT management party

b) airline flight operation & ground operation control
c)

AME'
s service network

d) airframer'
s information supply

So that all parties are agreed on the changes to enable real time information can be transferred.
VI.5 Issues in Development and Production Network
The A380 maintenance data storage would be a step leap compared with the last generation A330/A340, the reasons
being that the new aircraft will hold more onboard information to sustain real-time on-line maintenance and flight
data transmission. However, it would be interesting to see how the AME production network could change to meet
the revised operational requirements. Hence the hardware and software interface, as well as the mode of operation
needed revision from the existing state of the AME maintenance engineer to that of the future knowledge workers.

VI.6 Content supplier for service commitment for the maintenance of large aircraft
Airbus and AME'
s first began studies on a very large centralised maintenance database. The European manufacturer
saw developing a competitor and successor to the Boeing 747 as a strategic play to end Boeing'
s dominance of the
very large airliners AME'
s. Airbus began the real-time engineering data and transmission for such new aircraft.
Using the most advanced technologies for real-time rich information transmission, the A380 central maintenance
computer is therefore designed to have 500% more powerful than the previous generation.

VI.7 Conclusion for A380 preparation for real-time aircraft data supported maintenance
The nature of aircraft maintenance information management requires AME to deal with large amount of data in text
or graphic forms so that the system designing, developing and integration effort can be nicely tied in with the
existing ERP systems within all the players of the industry. The shear size and systems of the aircraft, the complex
construction of the aircraft and the immensely variation of relationship between the one component to another, meant
that the data and information management is very different to the previous generation. The A380 thus has a great
potential for improvement over the existing paper document converted formats that would deliver the so call
“business (process) at the speed of thoughts” (Gates, 1999) dream. This is because the existing technical data support
is still far away from the perfect scenario of maintenance support.
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Questions and Answers from the Students:
•

What is the purpose of Airbus’ advanced maintenance data support development from production to postdelivery maintenance? What is the key value of muti-million spending on data management in A380?

Answer: It is envisaged that the content of the maintenance and flight information be crucial for the next generation
aircraft because the future aircraft are designed to provide rich information content for AME, if AME's don’t make
use of it, it is a waste. The next level is the speed of using the data, this include the transmission speed and also the
speed of clicking the number of times on the display to reach the information required. Applying the rules of thumb
for internet application designs, any interface requires more than 3 clicks is a failure.
•

Do you envisage a more effective production network if the maintenance data distribution can be shared
between the dispersed maintenance stations? Do you envisage more competitive or more co-operative setting for
the future AME business under the existing and evolving environment?

Answer: The students responded with univocal view that the future maintenance process, especially in the critical
steps should be benefited from the advanced maintenance data support, if the AME operation is aware of the change
and make necessary connection. To be able to “plug-in” the socket provided by Airbus to effect a workable handshaking is the first consideration. The next is to see how can the future AME PN is arranged such that connected
maintenance is a whether a systematic / regulated OR open for dynamic competition.
•

Where can we expand of the CELS network to connect such an intricate A380 which encapsulated apparently all
the necessary information for maintenance? Which group of external parties can join?

Answer: From the view point of the AME, flexibility and agility is the key to the future success of connection to the
A380 applications. It is not yet fully understood the final shape of the future maintenance system from Airbus (and
perhaps Boeing) hence that the safe rule of participation is be flexible. Hence i.e. the connection, the linkage and
data exchange between the AME ERP's and the Airbus's original design and the data sources are to be tightened
through the use of non-rigid designs and interfaces. Hence, opportunity exists for local data management houses.
•

If real time data management technology can be tested through AME’s connected PN activities around the
aircraft maintenance and service work here in Hong Kong, what can a local supplier be participated?

Answer: The use of Portable Digital Aid (PDA) or the Portable Maintenance Aid (PMA) to support the daily task
management in the AME operation. This is a main stage in the latest real time data transmission between the ship
and the maintenance center's planning and operation, and between the individual ERP of the AME companies.
Hence that the interested parties (who would operate the A380 or Boeing equivalent) who be interested to cross
check with the research progress.
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Appendix VII
Tutorial Notes on Global AME Business – Emergence of the Giants
[Literature review presented and discussed with a group of ISE Engineering Doctor students, 18 Nov 2004]

"Welcome everybody, the reason myself and Prof. Chung ask you to attend, as a group very successful EngD
students for this class, is to review some of my latest findings in the AME development. Is it really important to
enhance the core competence of this industry? Or going back a bit, why is such a mega size company (Boeing)
would be interested to take a share of this market? So we are very glad that you may share your experience in
establishing the right direction, because you gentlemen'
s impressive background as senior management in the leading
technology companies would face this challenge. How AME industry is a way forward for doing business?"
VII.1

Background

Boeing, a long time aircraft manufacturer, has turned the tide of the AME industry by attempts to market her
maintenance-and-engineering (AME) service support in the civil aviation industry (MacPherson & Pritchard, 2003).
The following slides showed the reason why Boeing has adopted a new business strategy, and to search for a new
core competence development. So that Boeing product and service is no longer one stop shopped airframe
manufacturing, but will turn itself to become more after-sales integration and other soft deliverables in logistics.

Let'
s see the following illustration slides, and we will show Boeing choice of AME development should move:

Slide1 The trend of production

Slide 2 Where should Boeing go?
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Slide 3 Diminishing physical production

VII.2

Slide 4 Lion’s share of future AME business

Way Forward to Join the AME Business

Having seen Boeing'
s development history, and the rationale that supports Boeing decision to develop service
strategy in the after-manufacturing market, it is important to discuss how this model is developed. What influential
factors have caused this industrial giant to change its course? Is that to opt for a clearer visualised future other than
aircraft manufacturing that Boeing has sophisticated for years? There is little evidence from the external studies to
see how it was merely derived from Boeing'
s strategy formation conference rooms, OR, it might have captured a
significant amount of intelligence in the industry. Let us, from an objective analysis approach, to summarise the key
issues that Boeing has encountered, which led her to proposed this solution for future:

a) Boeing has identified clearly what the situational problem is observed around its business development, what is
the significance of this observation? How does it relate to the research on local AME competitiveness enhancement?

Answer: The group consensus [a 100% common view] was Boeing has found its situational problem within their
traditional manufacturing restrictive. The solution may lie outside the production arena, outside the plants to
enlarge the business scope. It is possible that Boeing AME arm will reach the local market and affecting local AME's
such as Cathay Pacific Engineering, DragonAir Engineering and HAECo?.

b) Boeing (typically as a firm) wants to achieve a certain target as a new entrant to the AME industry, could it be
product domination? Service expansion? Or diversification? Please describe based on the facts provided:

Answer: The group of EngD students offered a lot of suggestions. Boeing might change (improve) the AME industry
efficiency, or work standard. Most likely it would bring in greater competition to the existing businesses, along with
new collaboration opportunity to share resource and knowledge.

c) What production network problems could exist with the use of current methods, theory and practice in a company
with the entry to the AME industry? Why are they not applicable to this Boeing business development case? [The
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Boeing case contributes knowledge to the pool of cases in the AME industry, as the Boeing case adds her model
which may stimulate new approach development]

Answer: The group of EngD students had divided view about the selection of the existing methods, starting from
business strategy building, product range, target customer selection, systems support or deliverables. The common
understanding was that Boeing should adopt progressive approaches to gain trust and dependence by the local
customers, may be those small operators first and then to develop greater linkage with the local AME players.

A key area in my research is a significant system integration effort to start from a selected small scope problem
rather than a full-fledge deployment in the local AME's full functionality because the work scope covers logistics
management, operational management, ICT deployment and integration. If a new system is to be developed for the
AME's, where would it meet Boeing's new service offers? Boeing is expected to become a new competitor on top of
the existing "original maintenance data" provider role.

d) Boeing needs to describe its research design and show its implementation in the company. This demonstrates a
case of its market research was based on a reliable process. Doing business research at the company level is more
important in the long-term success than obtaining short-term results. Could this be implications for the research in
generating a theory of "ERP Extension" for the AME'
s?

Answer: The Boeing approach will set a comparative path to the mobile workforce research that I will employ for my
way forward as breakthrough. The concept, scope and areas of coverage may not be the exactly same, however, the
results may be used to compare each others e.g. in the area of applications integration and the competitiveness gain.

e) A firm like Boeing innovated its process to deal with the situational problems to find a solution that can be
developed as its own business model. This case is a demonstration of making innovation in application of its own
industrial knowledge and wisdom. Observation from what Boeing is doing could lead to re-invention of current
methods into new applications. From making of big aircraft in the plant, to maintenance and servicing for those
mobile and revenue making flying machine around the world.

f) The Boeing case provides details on how it converted its service provision into a development model. How does
this approach affect the design of my MPhil research study?

Answer: the MPhil research project adopted a production network view to create a future organisation. The
organization assumed a collaboration network with a mobile workforce, rather than continuing the success of an
existing production network with the engagement of new activities.
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Slide 5 Boeing Proposal for knowledge work

Slide 6 A Boeing concept of theatre-in-the-air

Source: Boeing Aircraft Health Management Programme for future aircraft [www.Boeing.com]

Being has found methods to measure their success in both the research results and company results. Although the
approach would affect many years to come but its importance to show the early success is observable through the
implementation.

Analyse the difference of its new business service model with others so as to find Boeing’s innovation or
contributions in the new market. The evidence exists to collect and to show the possibility of back-to-back
comparison for Boeing AME expansion and the mobile workforce demonstration for interpretation. There is a
challenge for Boeing to move from huge plants of production for big aircraft, and move some of their skilled or
knowledge workers to handle the intricate details of logistics management and after sales service, maintenance
reliability improvement and OTP performance enhancement. In our case, we must use practical data support
academics query. So the researcher would envisage that Boeing would not follow or repeat exactly what is being
done in local AME'
s. Instead, they will instigate a new practice of work, a new forum for process enhancement in
critical phases of the AME business process; and finally a new paradigm for sharing to define the future shape of the
AME contribution to the air transportation. Develop associated systems supports to shape the AME way forward.
Discussions with the Engineering Doctor Students:
•

Where can Boeing case support the CELS network view for future development of proper competencies for
selected industries, e.g. the AME network in Hong Kong? What is the maintenance and logistics landscape for
the industry and the peripheral factors (e.g. government'
s aim for) if either the B777, B787 or even the A380
series of aircraft were adopted?

Answer: My CELS concept (or the logistics view) allows all players to see if the squeeze from the production network
players can be balanced, vertically integrated or longitudinally improved for the business efficiency. The CELS
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concept could lead to many outcomes for the ensuing engagement with Boeing AME service arms in the local
industry. There is one common element that has not been formally addressed: that the critical process for OTP. No
matter the type of aircraft: Boeing, Airbus or Embraer (Brazilian aircraft manufacturer, world's 3rd largest, ref.
Holloway, 2003) made airliner.
•

If the extension of the CELS network supported such view, what data is needed for ICT system adoption or
integration? What are the opportunities remaining for local or global mobile information development agents
and suppliers to strive for participation, and taking the business opportunities?

Answer: The CELS network may ask for some sort of mobile tool kit to support the integration of the existing
maintenance data. The players might opt for a combined solution so that the mobile workforce can use the data that
are half contributed by Boeing (or Airbus) and half supplied by a local AME supported mobile agent. A study of the
engagement analysis, the production network development trends in the local AME's, a collaboration-competition
relationship may be staged for all players to participate, as long as each owns unique core competence and
competitive advantage. In turn, this arrangement makes a lot of business sense, and opportunities will emerge.
VII.3

Conclusion

Sharing of the design of my AME development data gathering achieved the intent to compare Boeing, as the
potential arch competitor, to my proposed research result (way forward) in domain. My survey from the participant
in this work supported my claim that AME industry has a future for Cathay Pacific Engineering, likewise DargonAir
and Haeco. If we can work more closely on this subject, making a joint success, not necessary a totally "winnertakes-all" scenario but encouraging formation of work groups that will make collaboration-competition a workable
arrangement for those who participate in progress. If this is true, the above qualifications and experiences the EngD
students participant offered would be very helpful for me to assimilate the key elements for decision making in
compiling a strategy for detail design requirements in the ensuing test.

So that the use of sampled data from the future test would mean a lot as to compare the progressive results published
by Boeing. And thank you again for accepting my selection as representative of players in the leading technology
companies and the interest parties in the AME industry to offer expert opinions for my study. Here we are let me
summarise what EngD have given me the "adhesive" so that I can link the following for my research:
a)

There would always by external new entrant (Boeing, as giant competitors) to AME markets, local or overseas.

b) Who will bring new ideas, new tools and new standards to the existing AME forum.
c)

A justification to encourage existing local AME players, competitors and scattered systems developers/suppliers
to work on a coopetitive approach to integrate mobile workforce integration,

d) Linking the existing scattered individual ERP'
s as extensions, will be a demonstrable outcome in my research.
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Appendix VIII
Tutorial Notes on Research Methodology - From Industrial Problem to
Research Question Setting
[Literature review methodology presented to ISE ILS class, 18 January 2007]
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